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ALBUQUERQUE,

VOLUME 20

NEW MEXICO. TUESDAY EVENING. AUUUST 14. 190G.

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT AND THE FALL CAMPAIGN
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Bryan Will Not Visit Australia Till
After the November Election Is Over.
Paso, Aug;
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,1

-
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IN
DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION
SESSION AT DALLAS, TEXA3
14. "flae
August.
Dallas. Tex..

democratic state convention of Texas
met here today to nominate a state
ticket nd transact other business
In the forenoon session the call was
read, the convention crganlzed and
the various committees on piatrorm
credentials, etc., appointed. The re
ports of the committee will be acted
on In the afternoon session, when at
so the ticket will be nominated.
The convention was culled to order
In the new Auditorium. T. M. Camp
bell, who received the largest vote In
the recent primaries, has the strong
est following, but the friends of O. IJ,
Colquitt. Palestine, asserted that Col
quitt will lead on the second ballot
Temporary organization was effected
by the selectlo nof Howard Templeton
as temporary chairman. For perma
nent presiding officer It was expected
that Judge Jos. E. Cockrell. Dallas
would be named this afternoon
Nominations for governor will not be
made before tomorrow.
J. BRYAN TO

VISIT AUSTRALIA
Paris. Aug. 14. Wm. J. Bryan con
firms the report from Melbourne that
he Intends visiting Australia. He says
that he will start immediately after
the November election, sailing from
San Francises and making a tour of
New Zealand as well as Australia. He
will be gone ten weeks and travel
alone.

IS ADMITTED TO

CRAIG

$500

BAIL OF

Queen Makes Full Confession
And Says Robbery Was
the Motive.

t

4 Special to The Evening Citizen,
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14. Dwight
Socorro, August
4
4
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Craig, brought to this city last
night and lodged in jail. In con- nection with the killing, has beeu
admitted to bail in t lie sum of
$500, to await
his preliminary
hearing, set for August 21. His
arrest was due to the fact that
Queen was riding bis hcrse on the
night of the attempted robbery
and subsequent killing.
Queen's confession directlv im- plicates himself and Tom Craig.
and lie states positively that rob- l.ery was their purixise. A woman. the wife of a prominent
Magdalena citizen, wlio left some
time ago for
is said to
be at the bottom of the attempt
at robbery.
District Attorney AVolford will
be present on the 21st to prose- cute Queen and Dwight Craig.
Attorneys Dougherty and Griffith
have lieen retained to defend
both Qilen and Craig
4
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SOLDIERS AT ENCAMPMENT

Eagles in National Convention-Jo- hn
Whose
Morgan's Men Gather-Cl- ub
Members Must Be Eighty.

l

;

Kit-har-

s

program will be carried out this
n and evening.

Minneapolis, Aug. 14. This was reunion day at the Grand Army of the
Republic encampment and gatherings
of old soloiers 'were hr Id in all parts
cf the city, and at all hours of the
day between 9 o'clock and midnight.
In addition, there were receptions by
patriot! societies and various organizations affiliated with the Grand
Army.
The crowd of visitors greatly
increased today. It is oelleved ..at
25.0(10. Good acthe total number
commodations have been pro vided.
NATIONAL

JEWELRY WORTH $35,000
STOLEN IN LONDON

HOW MUCH GAS AND

CONVENTION

holding their annual reunion here today. (Jen. H. Y. nuke, the commander!
of the organization, opened the reunion with an address. The attendance is quite large and an interesting

Rome, Aug. 14. The text of the
pope's long expected encycllncal to
the Archbishops and bishops of Fiance
concerning their futire conduct in
view of the enactment of lnws providing for the separation of church and
usual manner. Tills unique honday
state,
appeared In the Osservatore
is
one
in tne Franki:n
which
notable
Romano today. It says that the time
county calendar, is the navel idea oil
has now arrived to Indicate what
the citizens of Geneva, and each year,
should be done to defend and preserve
the day becomes better kn:wn and
religion in France,
more generally observed at the big
o
"We deferred," the encyclical
dinner provided on that occasion.
tinues, "oru decision owing to the
portance of this grave question and
EIGHTY YEAR-OLs.
particularly through charitable
OR MORE CLUB
ons for the great service's your na- 14. The
Richmond. Ind., Angus;
itlon has rendered the church. Hav- Octogenarian 'lub of Grant county,
ling heretofore condemned this iniqul- the only club of its kind in the coun- TEMPORARY POSTOFFICE
FOR ARMY CONVENIENCE jtous law, v.o examined with greatest
try. Is holding its lourth annua; meeting at Matter park today. No person
Washington, Aug. 14. Acting Post- - lcre u articles, to see if they
is eligible to ihis club who is not at
General Hitchcock has signed '"'tted the organization of religious
ln
without Jeopardizing
least eighty years old. The club has an order establishing
a temporary '
a membership of nearly two hundred, postoffice at Iale Creek, on the Union ,he sacred principles of the church."
Tne Life of tne Church,
all of them being residents of Grant Pacific railroad In Wyoming, to serve
Afur approving the recommendacounty. Tne program of the day in- the war department s camp tf lnstruc- cludes an
dinner, a reminis- tion, ten miles from that point. Thejtlo of t" French hierarchy disap-cam- p
cent meeting and a twentieth-centurwill .continue sixty days and the proving tho law, the encyclical says:
associations
cultural
postoffice will have the patronage of "Concerning
automobile ride.
about 3,000 officers and men. It isiBUch as the law prescribes, we decree
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
d
expected that this method will be fol- - absolutely that they can not bo
Oh FIREMEN MEETS
in serving temporary ed without violation of the sacred
hereafter
Roanoke, Va
August 14. Today camps with postal facilities,
are the life Itself of the
where rights which
" The Puo
is the opening day of the annual con- camps are
nothing
8a'8
from established cuurch
distant
vention cf the National Association postofflce8.
causes him greater agony than the
I
of Firemen, which met here at Aseventualities menacing the church in
sembly hall with an unusually large EQUIVALENT OF WOOD
France, and therefore he hopes to find
attendance. Every state Is representIN GAS AND OIL iome otlltr kind of associations not
ed and many cities have sent their
!en dangerlng divine rights.
Washington. IX C, August
14.
chiefs of fire departments. An inter- Under the new army appropriation
esting program has ueer. arranged by act, which went Into effect on July 1, EDWARD W.LL MFET
WILLIAM ON CONTINENT
the citizens' committee and the visit- army officers are able to purchase
ing delegates will be royally enter- fuel and oil and gas under
r,d
fV"ndon: A,,1K,'
allow-1- ,
the
tained. The delegates from Oklahoma ance for fuel. Th. y have been per-- ,
l"n,n Port Victoria .continent
will make a determined effort to In- milted for years to purchase
by
certain raIn "n1
duce the convention to select some kinds of fuel, principally wood
,the?Cf, ,t0 H"?h"
and nK'
city in Oklahoma as the place for coal, at the rate of 3 a cord for standwl" Ia"? ,th 8 ev?in,g
w!,ere
rom
.oyal
yacht
next year's national convention.
the
ard oak wood. It was necessary to
e.
Interest Is
an equivalent
rate for ,ber,t' 1 hB"&rt?ate8t
ANCIENT OhJER OF
meetlnK btw'n Kl"g
of,'V?ted
,ln "
pine
different
and
kinds
FORESTERS IN SESSION coal. The new army act
and tB!5pe"' ,
?
removed cer-wa14. ForTolehoster,
Md., Aug.
August
restrictions which existed and ae I,lut'
esters' Day, the annual reunion and tain
'"'
celebration of the Ancient Order of admitted as fuel oil and gas. The ex-- ;
who were engaged to determine'
?road ,Da?"Bhi,?bbery'
Foresters In commemoration of their perts
Jewelry
,.
at $35.i)tm was stol- tu tk. .,.u.ui...
declaration of independence from the what
today
from
a
cai"
'0BnK to
decided
gallons
or
that
of oil
.2
high court of England, is being celemay be regarded as a some Viennese merchants at the Karls
brated by the Baltimore
foresters ()() feet of
The robbery was
here today. All the courts and circles farrWale
committed ln daylight.
in the state are represented and In ard oak wood.
the afternoon a flag will be presented
STOCKHOLDERS MAY
to the conn or circle most largely THAT PULAJANES MUST BE
INCREASE THE STOCK
IS DECREE
reprtsented.
Many
Philadelphia. Pa., August 14. The
prominent citi..TERMINATED
Aug.
Manila,
j
14
Gov. Ide returned stockholders of the Philadelphia tom-tzens and officials of the state and city
have been Invited to attend the cele- I Manila today after a conference at )aily )f ttu subsidiaries of the United
.f
acleben,, Island
August 12, Railways investment ci nipauy, will
bration and several of them will dewith ..lajor General Wood, Brigadier hold a meeting here this afternoon to
liver addresses.
General Lee, Governor Ie Vavra. iit-- l
te.n president an Colonel Taylor of; the capital stock of the corporation
the ocnstabuiary.
The presidents frolll $
ikj.imkj to $ I2,oni),0oo. The
STATE RANGERS TO KEEP
NEGRO TROOPS IN ORDER promised support to tho American au- - lnrr(,aso wli, consist of 120.000 shares
Houston, Aug. 14. A reKirt from thorities and to furnish Information ef common stock, and the new stock
lirownsville says that the negro troops leading to the extermination of the will be offered to stockholders of the
recently stati ned there became un- Pulajanes. Governor Ide nas decided controlling company. Tho proceeds
ruly today, and that in a scrimmage to appoint a commission to visit the will be used to pay for the stock of
one person was killed. The mayor has disaffected districts and to hold meet the Heaver V alley I ruction company
asked that the state rangers be sent ings of the t w n councils to impress and the Washington and Canonsburg
the people with the necessity of co-- j illwUV company, which were pur-i- t
there to keep order.
eration and support n xtermlnat- - chased last year, and to provide addling the Pulajanes
This outlaw band'tional power for the Allegheny
CHICAGO BANK CONDITION
about Mi, nut Is being great- - ty Light company and tne Pittsburg
CONTINUALLY GETS WORSE ly Increased
by the
of tne lead-- ! Railway company,
Chicago, Aug. 14 The belie! that ers in forcing the custom
peaceful farmers,
a large amount of collateral gmn as to participate in the
raids, threaten- RAILROAD COMPANY
security for notes in the Milwaukee ing them
ANSWERS QUESTIONS
refuse.
v.h death ii they
Avenue State bank bail been stolen,
ew Orleans, Aug. 14. A K'tter to
practically became a certainty
last AN ATTACHMENT OUT
the interstate commerce commission
night wh.n a note for 9,0tio, known
FOR H. CLAY PIERCE answering the question as to whether
tiJ be genuine, was t und in President
St.. Louis. Aug. 14 An attachment, 'grain elevator allowances had been
Sr..-lanil'- s
House, search, was made oimnandiiig the sheriff to take 11. made by the Texas & Pacific cotn-Cla- y
for the collateral (security but could
Pierce into bis custody for safe pany, was made public here today,
not l.e found.
This discovery opened keeping, until Pi. rce appears before The letter says tho company has not
up a ri Id for unlimited simulation as Notary Public KunUbouser and gives made any allowance in the pa.t three
to bow far the looting bad proceed 'd bis deposition in a twenty-fivthi :us-- ' years with one p"S!blo exception,
belore Stensland disappeared. If the' and dollar suit. John O. v,ruet against which is submitted to tho commls-Piercestate and o'her Securities of t'ae
for salary said to be due. was sion's judgment. The Information
bank hav. been stolen er are found put in the sheriff s bands today and furnished is for use in the general
to l.e worthless, the amount of moll, y
sheriffs went out in st arch for vest igat bin of the operation of grain
left to pay deHsiiors probably will the oil magnate. Pierce is believed to elevators, ordered
by
the United
he reduced as low as 20 per cent.
bu in New Yolk.
S'utes senate.
WAS BEAN DAY BUT
NOT IN BOSTON
14.
Geneva, la., August
"Bean
Day" is observed here today in the;

OF

WILL INTRODUCE

at-- ;

terao

FRmTERNAL ORDER EAGLES
Milwaukee, Wis., August 4. Several thousand members of the Fraternal Order of Eagles are assembled
in the city at present to attend the
eighth annual national convention of
the Grand Aerie of the order, which
opened here today. Tne city Is In
holiday attire and the principal
streets In the business district are
handsomely decorated in honcr of the
occasion. Some of the state headquarters are particularly picturesque
on account of the originality and
beauty of their decorations. Judging
from ipresent indications the present
convention will not only be the largest cne ever held by the order, but
also one of the most successful ones.
Many of the western and middle state
cities have sent large delegations. An
elaborate program ..as been arranged
for the convention, which will list
three days. There will he a big street
parade, outings, steamer rides, picnics and grand vaudeville and spectacular entertainments.
The delegates number about 1.5o0.
There promises to be an exciting contest for various offices. For grand
worthy president, Edward krause,
Del., and V. A. Carr, Union-- :
town. Fa., are most active candidates.
The entertainment ieatures during the
week include flower and automobile
parades and varl: us boating and trolley trips.

New York, Aug. 14.

j

j

Rear Admiral
General R. M. O'Reilly
and Lieutenant 1. W. ,.V'irtslmng. who
had been attending the Geueva convention as representatives of the
United States, arrived here yesterday
from Antwerp.
They said that the
definition of the status of those who
succor the wounded on the field of
battle was one of the principal ques- tions before the convention. No per- son can be recognize'd in the future
Is not a member of an interna- body, which also has the sane- tion of the country to which It be- W. C. S perry.
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TOBEGIR WORK

San Francisco, Aug. 14. The
ner says today that .. C. Exam.
Stubbs.
traffic director of the Harriman
system In Chicago, has accepted an offer
of 170.000
year from an English
railroad to go to London and handle
the company's American travel Wm
Sproule, It is said, will oe appointed
in nis piace at a salary of 150,000.
Harriman has Insisted that Stubbs
remain until the end of the year to
which the English railroad has

RAPID T..ANSIT COMPANY
MAKES VERY SILLY TALK
NVw Yorn, Aug. 14. Difficulty
be-

tween Brooklyn Rapid Transit company and Its patrons caused by th
efforts of the company to collect a
double lare was con'iliiied today. Application was niadi) to District '.Attorney Clarke, Ilrooklyn, for several warrants for tne arrest of siree' car employ, s on the charge o. assaulting "passengers, in ejecting ibein from the
cars, atter thev r. ni...i ,. .... o j,..
lid fare.
The general nr. ti':i i...r f
'he comi.any slid today that if h
were unable colleit double tares he
would suspeinl traffic, on a'.', surface

LABOR

LEGISLATION
IN LEGISLATURE
Montpeliar, vt., August 14. The
fifth 'annual convention of the Vermont State Branch. American Federation of Labor opened here today with
a large attendance and every organisation. In . the ptte, afllllMed
uh
the federation, represented by delegates. The convention Is of unusual
Importance owiug to the fact that It
is proposed to Introduce highly important labor legislation ln the coming Bession of the state legislature.
These measures will lie thoroughly
discussed in the convention. Every
political candidate has been questioned w.. reference to his stand on
labor questions and these matters
will also bo discussed by the delegates.

MEETING OF LABOR TO
PARTICIPATE IN POLITIC3
Boston, Mass., August 14. Dele-gat- s
from Wage Earners' clubs
throughout the state met here today
ln Dexter nail, Wells Memorial bluld-ing- .
to consider plans for the part
which the organizations are to take
in the coming political campaign. Representatives from all the central labor unions cf the state, from all district organizations and other centralized bodies are in attendance and will
confer with the committee of fifteen
selected at the meeting of the Boston
Wage Farners' club, which started
the movement In Faneuil hall in tha
month of April of, this year. The conference Is of great Importance and
its decision will probably materially
affect the senators and also all the
members of congress
and United
States senators are before the conand will be thoroughly
ference
analyzed.
New York Metal Market.
New York, Aug. 14. Lead and cop'
per, qule't, steady and unchanged.

r'

'

PENNSYLVANIA

DENIAL

OF THEE FRISCO REPORT
New York. Aug. 14. J. C. Stubbs
said today that there was no truth
in the report that ne is going to leave
the Harriman system or take up railroad wcrk In London. Stubbs said ha
s going to stay with Harriman.
until he- fD kicked vuv.
nut
, ..i.i
Dam
also that as far as he knew Sproul
going to succeed aim as trafflij
director. From another source it was
....ucU mat oprouie will leave
n
and go with another road th
name of which wasnot disclosed.'
fiar-rima-

CHICAGO TUNNEL IS
NOW READY TO HAUL
Chicago, Aug. 14. FreightFREIGHT
bores of
the Illinois. Tunnel company will car-

ry merchandise of all kinds In car
load lots for the first time tomorrow.
This movement wnj mark lne practical COllluletlnn of th Illinois Tunnel
company's system underground freight "
.auiuaus. construction or which was
begun uve years ago and which has
cost its owners about J30.000.000. The
company now has forty-fivmiles of
tunnel equipped with ralW and over-hea- d
trolley In the district bounded
by Chicago avenue, the lake.
d
street and Sixteenth street.
SENATOR CLARK ARRIVES
N NEW YORK CITY
York. Aug. 14. Senator W. A.
Clark, of Montana, nrrivp.t m hia iv.n
street office, fresh from a seven weeks
inp mrougn tne mining belt from
Montana tj New Mexico. Clark and
party traveled most of the time In the
senator's private car, but when the
visit, was made to the Tonopali district, Isevada, where the senator is
building the Las Vegas & Tonopah.
railroad, ther took aiitnmnl.llna tnr
their trip tnrough the desert. Clark is
uouneu 10 saw on the Cunard liner
Caronia for Liverpool today.
e

Hal-stea-

MANY PASSENGERS

ARE

8LIGHTLY. INJURED
Fort Scott, Kas., Aug. 14. A St.
Louis & Sun Francisco freight engine
ran Into a Missouri, Kansas & Texas
fast passenger train No. 6, northbound, at the crossing of the two
roads near this city, early today, overtiming a chair car and one sleeper.
Twenty-sevepersons were hurt but
none seriously. The passenger train
was bound from Texas to St. Louis
and was six hours late. The chair
car was turned completely over, but
the sleeper fell egalns a telegraph
pole which prevented its falling on its
side. All the injured were able to
contlnnue their Journey.
n

St. Louis Metal Market.
Lead," quiet,
St. Louis. Aug.
J3.fi5; spelter, ejulet, $3.S0. '"
.
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TOWN IS IN AUTOCRACY

,

LAND

NOW CENTURY OLD

IT'S

J

CURSED
QUIET

17.-1''- "
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Coun-niimbe-

-

e,
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Connellsville. Pa., August i4 The
colebratUn of Connellsville CenUn-nlal- .
which had been originally been
set for last month, but was postponed
for reasons of convenience, was formally opened at seven o'obxk this
morning by Governor Pennypacker1,
who pressed the button of a telegraphic instrument and thus releasing
the. signal whistle which set all the
otht r whistles In the city as well as
all the bells ringing. The ehrrous of
school children assembled in front of
the Carnegie library sang the Star
Spangled Banner and the celebration
was opened, to last four days After
the formal opening Burgess Solsson
delivered an address of welcimie. In
the afternoon there will be a reunion
of visitors and former residents at
tho Library haM and an air mobile
and carriage ride for the old visitors,
ending in Hogg Grove, where free
lunches will be served.
Tomorrow morning the day will
again be ushered in the blowing of
whistles and ringing of bcl.
The
principal feautre of the day will be
Th
third
the grand str.el
day will be "Merchants' Day ' mid
there will be addresses by a number
of prominent merchants from different parts of the country, who have
be. n invited for this occasion. Thursday there will also be a parade in
which 'be merchants and nianufact-urercof mis city will be represented by n. any 'handsomely divoraicd
floats. The coal, coke and other industries will be specially represented
In the parade on the last day of the
s

celehva: :on.

'

con-sente- d.

mani-spruc-

I

..:!'inK of Cui-- '.
!iin s to iimey
Me sta'ed th.it himself and Ciai-went 'o the Cha t
a
ranch
St. Louis Wool Market.
nryoso of robbing Chavez
for the
St. I.oius, Aug. 14. Wool maiket
l.o was though1 to have a large sum ts'tady. unchanged.
j

ur

OIL EQUALS WOOD

4 or kmlit hhhlen fill tho furni In I li .n.
4 suing fight Craig was killed and Queen
escaped with a bullet wound over the
eye, making his way to a Naval In
dian settlement, and later being arrested and brought to this citv. This
exonerates young Montoya from ail
Idame in the killing.

to The Evening Citizen.
Socorro, N. M.. Aug. 14. Dwight
Craii.:. a unit her to Tuin Craig, who
was shot and killed near Magdalena
SocorThursday nigh', was brought
ro last night and turned over to Lieutenant Cipriatio liars, of the territorial
II. ''tinted
tilice. being no
in jail.
Queen, as stated in yestr-iluy'issue of The Evening Citizen, is
in jail here, charged with being an
of the dead man in whu.t
now (ievelo s t have U en an
at rol.iiery
Queen has broken
!owu and n,i(ii. a lull conf.-.-s- i
n of
his part i" 'lie ..ffair hi. : led
the
Spx-ia-

READY

FULLJRGANIZATION

TeamBters of America, the newly
launched rival to the International
GREATLY
AFFLICTED Urother'hood of Teamsters, completed
OUR DELEGATES BACK FROM POPE
its organization
today by electing
Newton W. Evans, Uloomlngton, Ills.,
as president.
The new association
BY STATE OF CHURCH
RED CROSS MEETING
was pledged support by 17 Chicago
unions and 110 delegates, representing
about fifty locals' in various cities.
IN FRANCE
AT GENEVA
IRON TRADES DEMAND
EIGHT HOUR DAY
San Franslco, Aug. 14. The Iron
Temporary Post Offices For King Edward Has Gone to Trades
council of this city has decided to take a stand for the eight-hoContinent and Will Meet
Benefit of Temporary
day. This Is the first Iron trades
council In America to reach sucL a
Emperor William.
Army Camps.
decision. SU thousand men are involved.

REUNION DAY FOR THE OLD

4

QUEEN'S CONFESSION OF
THE ATTEMPT AT ROBBERY

TUNNEL

SILLY SECEDING DRIVERS
FORM ANOTHER UNION STUBBS MAKES
Chicago, Aug.
14. The
United

4 JOHN MORGAN'S MEN
4
HOLD ANNUAL REUNION
Park Hill. Ky., August
14. The
survivor of Geu. John Morgan's famous cavalry command, which distinguished itself by its daring and
bravery during the Civil war, are

-

4

CHICAGO

fifty-secon- d

party In this state.
Thirty counties were represented
when Dr. Alexander Acheson of Deni
cnn oollprl h "reorganized" renubll
can convention of Texas to order to-iv Th convention Is being hem
the
h. thnoo rpnilhllrnns who O0DO8e
domination of Texas by the
state chairman and national committeeman. Cecil Lyon. Lyon adherents
are trwiav hnldinir their state conven
Oreaniztlon was ef
feeted here bv the election of J. M
Mostly, Fort Worth, aa temporary
It is believed that the
namp nf either Dr. Aheson or H. F,
MacGregor, Houston, will be submit
ted to debates as the "reorganiza
tionlsts " gubernatorial nominee.

WILLIAM

ARE

Colorado Springs, Aug. 14. Three
special trains today carried delegates
to the
convention cf the
International
Typographical
Union,
now In session In th.s city, to Cripple
Creek and Gold Camp. One thousand
and two hundred dollars In gold bricks
will be awarded as nrlzea tr writers
of best articles describing the trip and
me goia camp, to be published cut- Blue or coiorauo. mere wa3 no business session of the union today.

last
state executive committee spent connight and this morning deciding
tests. The convention will be called
t nnior ihla nftornnnn at 3 O ClOCK
negroes
are In
t r th.m
..
n ii i
'''
'
attendance, the smallest number of
black delegates In the history of the
1

Harriman.

Iron Trades Council Demands an Senator Clark Arrives In
New
Elghr Hour Day In California.
York From West and
For Political Purposes.
Leaves For Europe.

The republican

14.

HAPPENINGS

Printers Visit Cripple Creek Stubbs Denies that He Will
and Gold Camp on ExcurGo to London or Leave

Republicans of Texas Meet In
El Paso Few Negro
Delegates Present.

JE

T

WAD

LABOR WORLD

Hi SESSION

STATE

AO

IN

CONVENTIONS

DEMDCRATSOF

NUMBEU 19G

St. Petersburg, Aug. 14. Authorities attach great importance to the
capture of revolutionists at Moscow
and vinlclty. They believe they have
broken up the headquarters of the
military fighting organization and ar
rested the leaders. In addition to
printing
seizing their clandestine
establishment
and large supply of
bombs and explosives, including
powder, the authorities secured
elaborate plans which were to be used
in the venet of an uprising.
Emperor and Court to Krasnoya Selo.
Despite the attempt on the life of
Grand Duke Nicholas on August 10
at Krasnoye-Selthe emperor, accompanied by Ills entire family and a
major portion of tho court, has gone
to Kranscoye-Sel- o
to spend a week
at the guards' camp. Six additional
guard regiments have gone to the
camp from St. Petersburg and the
most rigid precautions have been tak.
en to protect the emperor during his
stay. A grand review is scheduled
for August la, after which the imperial family will go to Tsarkoe-Sel- o
Instead of returning to Peterhof.
Market Town in Flames.
Nisbnl, Novgorod, Aug. 14. The
suburb of Ciordievka Is in flames and
the fire Is spreading, but as yet the
gn-a- t
fair buildings are not endangered. It is thought a number of persons have lost their lives In the conflagration. One body bad already
.
bi'fu found.
Shl-nio- se

o,

New

Money Market.
York, Aug. 14. Prime

paper,

ufa1; bar silver,

mer-cuati- le

65
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TUESDAY, AUGUST

structive material for outside finishAt first his sugand ornamentation.
gestlon was not very seriously considered. Then Frenchman was told
that staff was not sufficiently durable;
Tfce Citizen Publishing Company that, like the fabled wings of Icnrus.
it "couldn't stand torn hest and hard
for tranamlMton throuak tba whacks," and other wear and tear of'
Ia
US asaiiaT.
weather. To disprove this notion, Mr.
of the man who rhouid be working for youT
lionet made some staff figures and set
n
wouid glibly lend you money?
of
tho map
them on top of the Rookery building
nlJ IlKe to b'iy your hors?
n
.ti
of
the
In Chicago, exposed to a winter ot
of the man who wt.iilrt btiv an Interest In your busine??
Is Much Easier Than
rough weather. Tho next spring It;
of the man who would buy that lot of ground?
was discovered that the staff had
stood the storm. After due considerof the man who would b iy your old bicycle?
Paper of Bernalillo County ation, staff was adopted, and the Columbian exposition thereby saved $4,- lid City of Albuquerque.
UAe
oOiUMMi, In addition to the achievement
Dlipitclwa.
AfWrMM
frm
of the most beautiful exposition ever
Kimd
ClrcuUHaa.
Caunty
CKy
nrf
largo
held up to that year. Since then ev
The Lirrwl Nm Mnki Circulation.
chiefly
ery
exposition
been
built
has
lirgvt, Nsrthwi) Arlrona Clrfulitloa.
For this reason yu should
of wood and staff, saving in each' inYou- millions of dollars. Had these
use every precaution to ward off
oryaarsubscription:15.00 stance
world's fairs been bnilt of steel and
la a4Ynca
JMte a mIL an
disease, by using preparation
HI
.........
month
CM
hr ata.il.
stone
the cost would have been enor
100
a a MH. m rar
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
of known value to disinfect your
mously greater nnd the time required
IP YOU WANT help of any kind, or
employment of any kind, 'phone
home and premises. We carry
construction would hav ebeen douZtolJy by Carrier, 60c per month in
bled. For temporary buildings staff Is
discall or write Abraham's Employa full line of antiseptics,
i Cmmi will ba dclimod In tha
now universally used.
ment office, 120 West Silver avedeodorizers,
infectants,
and
k, or for 8
at at Um low mt of so win pr
nue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones, On
The first staff building in America
nUk. warn paw mommy.
Furniture, pianos, Organs, Horses,
whicn are very valuable for
was the Woman's building at the ChiAutomatic, 379; Colorado, 289.
Wagons
and other Chattels; also on
your
out
Mr.
of
work
Application
of
Known
on
cago fair, which was the
keeping sickness
UrirtlilBg Bites Vide
WANTED.
AND WAREHOUSE RE
SALARIES
building
at
lionet. The Fine Arts
i.ome, especially during the hot
WA"KTvrrA'iTnod'cook.
Slate ref CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
mtt aanfar a favor b notifrtnK oa that fair, which was the work of Mr.
;
Ad-1200.
ppr.
latfaiy as an?
1iiTia nrn nnlr.klv trada and
of th
weather.
and salary wanted.
erence
Bonet, still stands as a monument to
M.
X.
hotel.Relen,
abould bo addrorawd to
GoebeTs
dress
protects
tTma
BtamHl romittanraa
of paint, which
Come in and see what we
year given. Goods remain In
Oman Pumjuhino Company, trrafta. the endurance
I ED
A girl for general house to one
la. aootooVo and axpreaa money ordrra the staff from the ravages of Inclemyou want to.
your
Buy
if
possession.
Our rates ere reasonhave.
Bank
to
Apply
tefamily.
of
ordar
tba
pajablo
to
In
staff
tha
aaaat bo Hill
work; two
ent weather. Paint sticks to
see
us before borrowable.
Call
and
capable
Is
cf Commerce.
naciously, and the material
to ing.THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
of treatment to any color scheme dePHARMACY
HIGHLAND
A good woman cook
WANTED
Colorado I ! sired. The bewildering beauty of exAutomatic I S3
cook only one meal a day. Good Steamship tickets to and from all
positions, in tint nnd hut, Is due to a
cook.
205 East Railroad Ave.
wages. Must be first-claparts of the world.
parts,
hemp
combination of plaster of
or Swede preferred.
German
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
component
elements of
and dextrine
second-han- d
Gentlemen's
WANTED
315 West Railroad Ave.
staff and the pigments which proclothing. No. 515 South First street,
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Not
tect and beautify its surface.
and
address
A RELIABLE DENTIST
Open Evenings,
south of viaduct. Sena
only in the buildings themselves, but SEEK
proprietor.
will call. R. J. Sweeney,
in their
artistic ornamentation of
Competent man to take
WANTEl
frieze and cornice and In the statuary Full Set of Teeth
CARDS
charge of saw mill and roller flour PROFESSIONAL
$6
that embellishes the grounds, is staff Gold Crown
Address,
interest.
or
Salary
mill.
now employed.
$1.50 up
Gold Filling
V. S. Mlera, Cuba, N. M.
LAWYERS.
50c
At the approaching Jamestown exPainless Extracting
2ti,
April
position, which will open
MALE HELP WANTED.
six miles ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
Ira M. Bond.
1907, on Sewall's Point,
WANTED Dry goods clerk at once; ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
from Norfolk, another radical departANTEED.
general
young man, active, with
Who Knocked Down
X. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
ure in the construction of exposition
knowledge of dry goods. Give full lands, patents,
copyrights, caveats,
buildings Is to be taken. Heretofore
age
and letter patents,
details of experience,
marks, claims.
In this country
great
every
exposition
trade
Co.,
height. Write Arizona Copper
Officer For
has been built only for temporary use.
Bryan.
D.
W.
R.
Storp Department. Clifton, A. T.
at Sewell's
Most of the buildings
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerence;
goods
clerk
at
Dry
WANTED
que, N. M. Office, First National
Point are to be permanent. AccordLightly
young man to take chargie of hos- Bank building.
ingly, the quantity of staff used will
asstock,
and
notion
and
B.
iery,
F. COPP.
ribbon
be comparatively small. The exposiE. W. Dobson.
sist generally in dry goods departtion site is on the shore of Hampton ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Cromy
ment. Give full details of experi- well
and sum
OF THE WOMEN OF VIRGINIA Roads, that famous
block,
Albuquerque, N. M.
ence, age nnd height. Write Arizona
mer resort region. It is believed that
ClifDepartment,
Copper Co., Store
DENTISTS.
after the exposition there will be a
ton. A. T.
for the various buildings, to
DR.
J. E. KRAFT,
Use of Staff in Exposition demand
be used as hotels, clubhouses and sumFOR RENT.
Dental Surgeon.
With this Idea in
mer residences.
FOR REM uR SALE The new
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
view there is extra inducement for
Buildings Due to Genius
house at SI 4 South Arno st. the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
the participation of the various states.
National League.
Payment 112 per mcntn. Address Both 'phones. Appointments made by
A: Philadelphia
The site of each state building Is
K. H. E
of Frenchman.
Highlands, Citizenshedoffice.
mail.
u 2 1
deeded l( the state occupying It. The Cincinnati
Three-Turnirooms
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
4 10 0 FOlfRENT
state is erecting a substantial struc- Philadelphia
maNo. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
for light housekeeping. 418 North
Hatteries
Wiener and Schlei;
Norfolk, Va., Aug. 14. Near this ture of brick or other durable expohours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:o p. m.; 1:30
Second street.
at the close of the
Sparks and v.olton.
City, within sight of Sewell's Point, terial, and building
and site may be
house; bath p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. ApA: Brooklyn
R. H. E. FOR RENT A
where next year will be held the sitionbythe
11 13
2
the state just as any other de. Chicago
electric light and other modern con- pointments made by mail.
exposition sold
Jamestown
real estate is sold. Brooklyn
3
8 3
DR.'B. M. WILLIAMS,
veniences. G24 West Tijeras avecommemorating the birth of the na- slrable Improved will
be able to reThus each state
nue.
Batteries . ay. or, Overan and Mo
tion at Jamestown In 1607, Is Craney cover
Dentist.
the cost t)f its building, and in ran; Eason, Pastorimis and tutter.
FOR RE..T Large, cool rooms for
island, famous as the scene of a se.
Office on Railroad avenue, over
some Instances probably make a profit
At New York
R. H. E.
reasonalight
housekeeping;
vere British repulse in the war of on
rent
'Phone, Auto 203.
the investment. Heretofore expo- Pittsburg
0 4 3
ble. 524 Webt Railroad avenue.
1812, and still earlier as a favorite
6 11 u
duelling ground of Virginia gentle- sition buildings have bee nsold pit-to New Yon
PHYSICIANS.
FOR RENT Saloon ingood location
K tileries
Willis. Philllppi and
men. John Paul Jones, America's wrecking companies nt a mere
everything
city;
and
fixtures
in
5
per
cent
tance,
than
sometimes
less
Gibson; wilson and Bresnahan.
DR. R. L. HUST.
greatest
on several occaready for business. Apply to ConOffice,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Second game:
sions proposed to fight out differences of the actual cost. The Jamestown
Liquor
Co.
solidated
sites,
splendid
on
buildings,
1
located
1
5
Tuberculosis
treated with High- t opinion on the island. For some overlooking Hampton Roads, close to Pittsburg
FOR SALE.
Frequency Electrical
2 9 1
New York
Current and
Teason, however, none of his challengbeautiful bathfng beaches and "swept
Germicide. Treatments given each
Leifield
Batteries'
and Pnelps; FOR,'sa!e Furnltureof u
es wag accepted.
in
will
by
be
ocean
no
doubt
breezes,"
p.
4
m.. Trained
Matthewson, Bowerman and BresnaThe last occasion upon which
house, over Farr's market, South day from 8 a. m. to
nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
han.
Jones invited any one to meet demand fo rpermanent use.
Second street.
will
used
be
Much staff, however,
liim on Craney island according to the
DR. W. G. SHADRACH.
FOR SALE The furniture of a
American League.
provisions of the knightly code was in In the exposition features that, are
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
sell
piano.
Will
with
iiouse
connection with his challenge of Lieu- necessarily temporary, such as the
and Throat.
R. H. E.
At Cleve.and
all for what piano cost. The house
tenant Parker of the Royal navy in statuary, .the arches, the bridges and Cleveland
Occulist and Aurist for Santa Fe
3 7 1
Co'.,
In.
Porterfleld
Close
rent.
for
the exhibit booths and decorations. Washingtcn
1774.
1
5 2
coast lines. Office, 313 Va West Rail110 Gold avenue.
On his way back from a short trip The grand group of government build
road avenue.
Batteries .Moore and Bemis;
T.
SALE
J.
Soda Fountain.
FOR
to his plantation on the bank of he ings will be constructed of staff.
Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to 5
Smith and Bergen.
..iison.
Topham.
p. m.
Kappahannock, Jones had stopped for
R. H. E.
At St. Ixjuis
0 6 4 FOR SALE A five horse gasoline enlew aayg in Norfolk. He wag
CURIOUS RELIGIOUS
St. Louis
UNDERTAKER.
glne, all complete. J. F. Palmer,
0
to a ball In the city and found
8 10
Philadelphia.
street.
501
North
First
NAVAJOS
OF
SYMBOL
and
Jacobsen
Batteries Powell,
several officers of the Royal navy in
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
A handsome Hardman
Attendance. Among them was LieuFOR SALE
O'Conner; Waddell and Schreck.
A. BORDERS.
In
piano,
tenant Parker, a relative of Admiral NOW BECOME POPULAR ARTICLE
almost
fine condition and
Second game:
Commercial Club Building. Black
2
5
7
new, at a bargain. For particuSir Peter Parker, who afterward atSt. Louis
and White Hearse. $5.
ORNAMENT
OF
WITH
THOSE
1
3
ti
lars,
call at this office.
Philadelphia
tacked Fort Moultrie, off Charleston.
ARCHITECTS.
SOUTHHAVE
VISITED
WHO
Howell, Rickey and FOR SALE
TJetween the dances the gentlemen
Batteries
My general store. Rare
WEST IN GLOBE TROT-TINPowers,
Spencer, Waddell, Coombs,
discussed the probabilities of a rupchance for some one to secure an
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
and Schreck.
ture with England on account of the
Address, P. ford. Rooms
established business.
Barnett building,
provisions of the Stamp act. In the
M.. Pueblitos, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
course of the discussion. Lieutenant
American Association.
Nothing that has ever come from
FOR SALE Cheap. Good driving and
CIVIL ENGINEER..
Parker made a disparaging remark the Indian country aas met with
Tt Toledo
saddle prny. Also buggy and harconcerning the women of Virginia. he Immense popularity accorded to Toledo
o
ness. W. A. Williams, corner of
J. R. Farwell.
Jones promptly knocked him down. the hand hammered silver Swastika Kansas City
8
Hill street and Tijeras avenue.
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.
Parker waa dragged away by, his jewelry of the Navajo Indians of New
At Columbus
bOR SALE A well established gen
NOTARY PUBLIC.
friends, Jones retired to a tavern, and Mexico. These articles come in a Columbus
eral merchandise store, doing good
through his friend, Granville Hurst large variety and represent
many Milwaukee
2
town;
good
country
business, in
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
ent word to Parker that he would hours of laborious but patient work;
At Indianapolis
Office with W. B. Chjlders, 117 West
good reasons
for selling; store
gladly meet him with pistols at ten they are made in every respect Indianapolis
1
building and dwelling for rent or Gold avenue.
paces on Craney island, at the lieu- much stronger than the manufactured Minneapolis
0
sale.
P. u. box 218.
tenant's convenience.
VETERINARIAN.
jewelry of today. The turquoise used
At. Louisville First game:
No answer to this communication in the settings are found on t tie Na- Louisville
2 FOR SALE The Minneapolis House,
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
was received, and Jones, though eager vajo reservation and are ground down St. Paul
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty- 4
Office, 424 North Second street.
four rooms, all newly furnished,
to fight, had to be satisfied with the polished and fitted in the place by the Stcond
Game:
punishment he had already adminis Indians.
painted and papered. The best pay Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
5
Louisville
ing property in Albuquerque. Any Residence 'phone, Auto., 747.
tered to Parker. It Is said that the
3
The Swastika, which Is the name St. Paul
British officers of the little squadron of the symbol, has been found iu cur
otfer acceptable. Call or address C
RODERICK STOVER, E. E.
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House,
to which Parker was attached, to a western prehistoric runis, In the tern -- Make Ha While the un Shines.'
wan, refused to act as his second In pies of Central America and Mexico.
M.
Albuquerque,
N.
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
There is a lesson in the work of the
the affair, declaring that he had be- in the Indian runis of the I'nited thrifty
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
He knows that the
farmer.
LOST.
haved disgracefully and deserved the States, in the burial grounds of the bright sunshine may last but a day
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
treatment he had received at the east. In Persian and Navajo Indian and he urenares for the Bhowers LOST Leit in bath room at Swltzers - 906 West Railroad avenue. Autobarber shop Saturday evening, Due- matic 'phone, 179.
banda of Jones. Parker soon after rugs, ami in th- - bassets of the Pima which are so liable to follow. So It
railroad watch. g;:ld
ward left Norfolk.
and Apache Indians of Arizona. The should be with every household.
EXAMINER OF TITLES.
hunting case; gold chain with Ma
The ladles of Virginia made a hero
attached religious slguifi-- entery diarrhoea and cholera morbus
sonic charm, marked on edge "From
of Jones for the prompt manner in eance to It, and it Is found over the'niay
H. R. WHITING,
attack some member of the home
L. to II." Reward If returned to H
which be had taken up the lleuten- - neart ana on me soies or me leet i without
warning. Chamberlain s colic.
S. I.ltbgow,
book bindery, .lournn No. 119 South Second Street, First
Jit'a remark. This was the last occa every authentic staiue of Uuddha.
National Bank building.
cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, whlca
building.
won Jones ever figured in any way in
Since undent times the Swastika s the i,t.Bl Known medicine for these
Albuquerque, N. M,
this country as a duelist. The next has spread far and wide, everywhere diseases,
Examiner and abstracter of land
should always be kept t Stomach Troubles and Constipation
j ear ne was uusy making prcpara- - assuming a new significance. It is nan(li ag immediate
No one can reasonably hope for titles, Including those of Spanish and
is nectloua to defend the honor of his adopt not symbolic of any reiigi; us idea, but essarv. and delay maytreatment
prove fatal. For good digestion when the bowels are Mexican origin.
country
gunpowder
can
with
and
el
Is used as a talisman, or amulet or fcae 0J. au druggists,
constipated. Mr. Chas. Baldwin of Ed
non ball.
TEACHER OF PIANO.
charm, being a sign or symbol of
wardsvllle, III., says: "I suffered from
0
In pursuing this object Jones short
benediction . blessing, good health.1 Glvo us vour ROUGH DRY work, chronic constipation and stomach tru
Miss Fay C. lonard,
studio 707
ly after the Parker incident, visit e.l I ng life, good fortune uid prosper- Monday, and get! Is back Wednesday, bles for several years, but. thanks to North First street.
Primary pupils a
the French frigate I.a Terpsichore, in ity. Cloudcroft Silver Lining.
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver TabImperial
Co.
Laundry
Norfolk harbor, and was furnished
lets, am almost cured." Why not get specialty; 50c per lesson. Parties in
by Prince Philip Joseph,
duke of
Regulates the bowels, pr moles'
A Mystery Solved.
a packape of these tablets and get terested write or call.
t.'hartres, with plans of the frigate
asy natural movements, cuns c.ms'i- "How to keep off periodic attacks of well and ftay well' Price 23c. SamSCREEN TIME IS COMING.
From these plana was built the ship pafon IJoan's Keuinets. a.k youi ' biliousness and hunitual constipation ples fr,.e.
sale by all druggists.
Alliance, which was with him iu his crtiL-giti-t
l
a
for ihem
was a mystery that Dr. King's New
cents
Window ecreens, 7 cents per foot.
i. Life
battle with the Scrap!.
o
pills solved for me," writes John
A home made door, with trimmings,
MERCHANTJAILOKING
Imu lionet of New York, who (lis:
The
X. Pleasant, of Magnolia. Ind.
TAKE A PLUNGE
for $1.25.
introduced staff as a construction ma
'n the
only pills that are guaranteed to give UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
We are making window screens all
leriul for exposition buildings and
SWIMMING POOL.
perfect satisfaction to everybody or
mortised together, and as strong as
BAMO.
AVENUE,
RAILROAD
Watuary In the United States, has ar- 604 North First Street. Open Djily, money refunded, only 25c at all drug- a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
rived at Norfolk on business connect
that
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.
or
screen door.
gists.
ed with the Jamestown exposition of
My merchant tailoring shop Is up- will outlast any door shipped in here
1SMJ7.
Mr. lionet, through his suggesstairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave- from the cast, together with trimtion that staff he used in the con-fnue, where I solicit the patronage of mings, for $1.25.
Every woman rovpts a the public.
ruction of the Columbian exposition
We mako the regular shop made
All work guaranteed first
Ml Chicago, may be credited with havthapcly, pret'y figure, and class, as I have bad fifteen years' ex- screen doors 'hat have always cost,
ing iaved about $2u,(iiu,uiii) to the
many of tliem tie p lure the perience in the business. Suits made here'.ofore, $2.00 to $2 25, for $1.50.
builders of tho several expositions
loss ef their girlish forms to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
bat have been held in this country
repaired. The specific I use will not
after marriage. The lieurin
PLANING MILL CO.
since 1893. The late Colonel Si llers
parments
Injure
Indies
cloth.
the
o
of eliiKlivn is often ilestructi vj also cleaned and walking skirts made
of Missouri was a suggcsier of
you want results In advertising
If
schemes with 'millions in them."
shapeliness
to the mother'
to order. Give me a trial.
try an Evening Citizen want ad.
T'bLs man's mggestion really panned
O. BAMBINI.
All of tin can he avouled.
o
out the millions.
M ther's friend hefoii ha ly comes, u tin1
T 1
Horn in France, Mr. lionet came to however, by the use of
of
World
The
The End
SUM- .
the I'uited States twenty years ngo great liniment always prepares the ho.iv for the st.uin upon it, and of troubles that robbed E. H. Wolfe, a NOTICE TO MER
WANDERERS.
and became un American citizen, in prest rves the symmetry of her form. Mother's F iend overcomes all tho of Boar ('.rove, la., of a.i usefulness,
laUl. when Hie first great American danger of child-birth- ,
came when 1. ' begnn taking Electric
and carries the expectant mother safely through
Have The Evening Citizen for- S)sillon Milieu the Philadelphia CenHitters. He writes: "Two years ago
Jt i, woman's yreutest blessing
without
pain.
thi
critical
period
to your address when
warded
suffgreat
me
tennial was in embryo, Mr. Honet Thousands gratefully tell of the benefit, and
caused
kidney
trouble
you go away on your vacation,
relief tlcmed from the ering, which
went to Chicago. The prol lem of cre
I would never have siu- a paid up sub- a
iQl.'tn
i t. .. ,
Hit. a If von ure no
ating an uichiiecliiral display ullli Use of this woiuleiful
let us know when
please
scriber,
general
of
me
the maximum of magnificence at the remedy. Sold by all
cured
ters Thev also
.
.. .
a .'on i.i.tur
tinnf'r forwarded.
jiiiiiiuniui of expense, was under dis- - druggists at $i.oo per
debiiitv." Sure cute frr
'
"
"
Wood, glass and in were
b!o d dls-- !
tisbion.
complaints.
kidney
.
bottle. Our little
.
it s'opped at your home
.
ehiefly employed at Philadelphia, re
h , diziness snd weak--.
'I"1to
o caretul - give post- '...p
sulting in structures more useful than took, telling all about
Orlill-hl;1t'..uitl
office.
beautiful. Mr. Honet proposed to the this liniiiunt, v,i;i be kci.t fre- -.
oiiLvru liy ail u
all cases.
oChicago exposition buildeis that stall
The BfiBfleld Rerui.tor Co., Atl:nti, Gi.
Try a Citizen Want ad.
be employed u the principal con
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INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS DEPOSITS

MONEY to LOAN

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

Facilities.

ss

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
Now Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

EARLY STORY

OF ADMIRAL

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
w. S. Strlckler, V. P. and . CashierSolomon Luna, President;
W'
.
,
...
. . .
T
juuunuu,n ..bbl, vauieri TTyyT iu. iuciuiosu, J. J, tsaiarldge,
SOlO- mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. CToawell.

$8

PAUL JONES

and

V,

J

V.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.

British
Speaking

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
aUMKWHRQUB, N. X.

sea-wa-

ORteasa aad
JOSHUA. S. HATNOCDO
M. W. FIXURNOT

.

FRANK McKjfclB
K. A. rKUttT.
H. r. K1.YNOLM

V.

Dtrcam.
Ytoe Free Went
. .Cashier
Castiler
Director

v

B. DBPOBTTOttT.

Authorised Oapftat
Paid Up Capital, Burptas aa4 Profito
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THIS BANK WAS OPENED FOR BUSINESS APRIL 18, 1904.
We invite your attention to the following statement, showing the
business growth of this bank since its organization:
Deposits at the end t the first day
$10,466.92
Deposits at the end of the first week
19,173.00
Deposits at the end of the first month
31,821.82
Deposits at the end of the first Blx months
92,750.13
Deposits at the end of the first year
169,061.80
Deposits at the end of the first eighteen months
298.320.31
Deposits at the end of the first two years
377,332.37
Deposits June 18, 1906
434,502.31
OFFICERS:
N. MARROX, Pres.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.
WM. FARR, Vice Pres.
ROY Mc DONALD, Asst. Cashier.

J
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ALBUQUERQUE, N.
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ESTABLISHED
"OLD RELIABLE."
L. S. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE GROCER
1873.

0

0
0

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

9
0

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

m

RAILROAD

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

AVEXU::.

0

M.

CO0OSOS00000000C'0OSCC
A

TOUCH OF MODERN
BEAUTY.

iu the shape of gracefully dcsi'-"basin or bath tub is well worth the.
investment, as we would like to prove
"Oh, but." says one, "they
to you.
run Into hundreds of dollars:''
Wo have the very th'ng you
want at much less cost than you
prove that to you, too, if you'll
favor us with a call.
We carry the finest line of garJen
hose in the city.
el

ci

,t

M.

.Mis-lak-

e.

ne

Standard Plumbing and Heating Co.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.

.1.

C.

Colo., Red 234.

BALDKIDGK

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUIr13EP
PA1XT Covers more. loos best, wrsir
SHE1CAN WILLIAMS

;

longest, most economical; full measure.
HULDiXu PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, I.line, Cement, P
;;ass, Sash. Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW VEX.

TUESDAY, AUGUST

'ALBUQUERQUE

14. 1906.
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WAR CORRESPONDENTS

IE!

Trip Across Continent to Aid
'Chinese Viceroy Select
Good Type Automobile.

Let the next 6 months
be banner money makers
for you
Remember, you're getting old and opportunities

LEAVE NEW YORK THURSDAY

are growing less

t
Beautiful, level
lots, only $25 to $150 each. Only $5 down;
balance, $5 a month. No Interest. No Taxes. No Mortgages

Call at office, U 9 South
Second Street, for Illustrated Booklet

119 S. Second St.

WILIMAKE

RECORD

Gil
IS DESTINED

TO BE THE ARISTOCRATIC RESIDENCE
SECTION OF ALBUQUERQUE

50-foo-

IN JUST A FEW YEARS THESE LOTS WILL BE WORTH
FROM $500 TO $600 EACH

Yuan Shai Kal, Viceroy of Chili
province In China, I3 primarily responsible for the war correspondents'
transcontinental record breaking trip
which starts from New York, bound
for San Francisco, next Thursday
moraine.
Yuan Snai Kal is known as the
most progressive and far seeing
statesman of china, and has already
attracted much attention from tliw
many Innovations M has introduced
in his province and for his work to
lift China to lae plane of American and
European countries. He already has
a foreign drilled legion which is nowDE
the chief hoie of the Dawager Km- JOHN DEITZ'S TWO-YEAOyV TWA
of
nress to maintain the Integrity
FENSE OF HIS DAM AGAINST A
China.
AGAINST
AND
CORPORATION
Under Yuan Shal Kal, too. several
STATE AND NATION POSSES OF
railroads have been built in cnui
OLD
province, printing presses, electric
OFFICERS AN
VTZ
f
- ,s
1 ill!
light plants, mining and mill machin
'
4
MAID OF THE FORESTS WHO IS
M
X
!
ery, and oiner inventions have ieen
I
OF
DEAD
SHOT A FAMILY
introduced in northern China. Yuan
NEVER
SWEAR
TO;
FIGHTERS
years
been
fchal Kal has for several
GIVE UP A ROMANCE OF THE
very much Interested In the automobile One of the greatest handicaps
WILDWOODS.
cf China is the fact that, because of
var
Us Immensity, the people of the
ious provinces have but little inter Special Correspondence.
course, and speak different diaieic,
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 14. Backed
It has
Under these circumstances
by
his rifle, his wife and his family
been almost Impossible to Infuse into
of six children, John Dietz for two
1
them a strong national spirit.
Yuan Shai Kal has always been a years has defied officers of the coun
zealous promoter, of railroads In or ty, state and national governments
der that the people cf the various at his cabin on the Thornapple river
lnito In the heart of the northern Wisconprovinces might be brought
closer contact, but the immense cost sin forest. Several men have been
superof railroads, aside from the
shot In battles waged iu the woods
stition of the natives against them with the Dietz family.
Thornapple river constitutes a dead
has been a deterrant factor against
railroad expansion in China.
line which Dietz boasts will be mainFor tills reason the Viceroy, from tained until he Is carried from the
the first, regarded with great Inter place, feet first, his family dead and
In a rude cabin nn the crown of the
e3t the automobile. Had It not been his rifle empty.
war and the
for the Japanese-RussiaDietz's position is based upon Wis hill overlooking the dam, the Dietz
Jfxtob?uI?irz
lone period of unrest that followed claims to Cameron dam, over which family continue to fight the unequal
battle which they know can only have
it, the Viceroy probably would long
ndlng
one
the death of the defendago have had automobiles in Chill
ers. During Uie summer, his
province. There has also been conclearing is inaccessible, although In
siderable opposition from the throne
the winter narrow sledges have been
so
which annarentlv is not now
taken in over the uncertain
strong. Yuan Shai Kal. .through hi
trail THE FAi. HOUSE AND BARN OF JOHN DEITZ AND SCENE OF iHcJ
through lue hardwood forest. The
LAST BATTLE.
secretary. Fok Tone. In a lette
lonely family subsists on deer and
written to C. D. Hagerty of Chicago
other game shot along Thornapple teacher. The two older boys, Dester Gyland of Sawyer Co. The posse Is
to whom he took a great fancy durln
river and the produce .roiu the small and Clarence, have both shot their turned leaving one of
the Japanese war when he acted a
their number
farm in the clearing.
correspondent
with the Mikado
mini and ..ave learned to know the fatally wounded and naked In the fortroops In China, Korea, and Man
The newspaper men recently fol- spiteful hiss of bullet fired In anger. est. It is i,elitved that another effort
"lurla, asked him to tell him the best
lowed the faint trail
through the Clarence, the elder of the two, at to capture Dietz win be made soon.
automobile i
Hi fastest
woods to Dietz's clearing, were met at present wears bloody bandages about
This party had crawled throuali th
merica.
the edge of Thornapple river by the nis neait, a mark Itu by the last tall grass along the Thcrnapple river
"l know there are many as you
outlaw with his rifle in hand, and sheriff's posse that went Into, the to a point- within u feet of the Dietz
Id me." wrote the Viceroy, 'and it
were finally permitted to wade across woods after Deitz.
cabin before their presence was be- l!l be hard, you will say', to tell me
the fcrbidden territory. They spent
The uesi marksman of them all and trayed by the actions of a strange
it say, l you will, what automobile
an entire day on the Dietz farm with as fearless as any man, Almyra, the Jersey cow, who had smelted them
is made the fastest time between
the fearless se'.tler.
old daughter, delights In the lout. Dietz and his two loys rushed
e extremes of your country. New
At llrst appearance, John Dietz Is possession of an organ upon which 'from the barn Into which they had
irk and San Francisco."
not a fighting man. His face Is open she plays for hours every day. hue been throwing a load of hay. Shots
Mr. Hagerty, at the request of th
and frank and his blue eyes sparkle possesses an excellent soprano voice, were exchanged and Clarence Dietz
ceroy. consulted with Richard H
wun numor. when lie tells the story and at times through the woods can fell with a ball through his scalp.
ttle, war correspondent with the
of his wrongs, the transformation is be heard the plaintive notes of a little Father and son kept up the fire and
jsslan army during the war In Man
sudden and almost terrifying. The :ve song, offered up to the man who presently the pesse ned in panic.
iuria, and a friend and admirer of
blue eyes become mere slits In which (does not exist except In her dreams.
As they were making their way out
e Viceroy. These two, after talking
nme glistening needles appear. 1 ne and who would not dare to keep tryst of the forest bearing tne wounded
ith many automobile experts, delax mouth straightens Itself and the be he a reality.
man on a stretcher, a noise In the
ied to select a Uuick touring car
soft drawling voice grows cold and
t,,em and they
"Would tney shoot women, and woods frightened
.d make a record run across
the
repellant.
children?" she replied. In answer to dropped their burden, fleeing for. safe- untry, and later report their find
MISS ALMYRA DIETZ, WHO IS A
"I am not a desperado," he asserted, a startled question, "n.ev have shot ty.
gs to Yuan Shal Kal.
DEAD SHOT AND WILL FIGHT
"I am a man like anyene else with a at us before. I do not anticipate that!
Naked, suffering terrluie agonlef
The Buick people took a great
family to .'irOVille for mill to nrntect Ihov lvlll rlmnra thi.lr turtles I linvp from hid wniimla u It limit f.u,.l anrt
as the car the Chippewa Lumber & Boom Co. I own niv
in the matter,
a ntla niwin tno lutriiil, r
nnrl Pnniprrm ilam nnri nut
Hrlnl nn,l untiii.a tn u'ntu tliu HaooH.
opted by Yuan Shai Kal means the drives its logs. He demands a toll-- as I have farm
d
lived here so shall I die
yet, but I .jelieve that the day Is
man crawled through the forest for
ening of the great China field to ago oi jo cents a tnousanu teet tor
all in defense of w hat I Know to be my proaching when they will come after 24 hours before he blundered Into the
e company which owns the favored logs schunted over the dam
and fori rights. I have seen others go to the us In such free that every gun on the clearing of a homesteader, leaving a
chine. President W. C. Durant of
uuys m wmcn ne was courts witu tneir troubles and I have place will be needed. When that time bloody trail behlno.
iur o
"e buick Motor company decided to In ahro
the employ of the company. In two seen them defeated by the corpora.-- , comes I shall take my stand beside
The experience of many who have
across years
ind the war correspondents twenty-twhe has jammed 2U.OUO,000 feet Hons. I he inly law john Dietz knows, my father, and will tight with him tin-- , gone Into the woods to take Deitz
the country in a
cf logs In the Cameron dam flowage, is this, and he patted the butt of a til the enu.'
and his family have been utmost
horse power automobile that holding them up, and fighting
orf the
riile.
The most recent attack upon John terrible as the sufferings of this man,
would smash all previous records. He company men, sheriffs
and United
Dietz's children have
taught Dietz was made by a rarty of depu-Man- y
have tried to make the arrest
declares that If he does not put the States marshals.
by their mother, who is a school, ties from Milwaukee, ltd by Sheriff and all tiave failed dismally.
war correspondents in San Francisco
within a calendar month after leaving
New York their car need not be men-tineas yet. Toward them people have as- - AIUV ffillNTY HA
for those of us who have been here
in the report to the Viceroy as VIEW OF NEW MEXICO
Hij
an
vUllll
of the past two years we will
sumed
Vunl
either
of
attitude
Indifference.
adoption
in
for
China.
the best
,
.
TV. .... U
it nt,
in s;ore
uiuusu mo great iosiiiiues
SMILED ON have reason ti be proud of our new
BEEN
The automobile record this disrwaany recognized, we wait ror
homes la the southwest.
days in a four
tance Is thirty-threTWENTY YEARS AGQ!f
to come in and develope
cylinder car, but the war correspondne
country instead of combining, as
This county of Quay has assuredly
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ents express the belief that this time
those pioneers did, and doing it our- - been smiled on this year and last, by
will be cut nearly a week, even with
(Homestead Entry No. 6263.)
the
but half the number of cylinders.
the goodness of Providence. The Department
H. Brantley Tells Silver Lin- accruing therefrom. We have
of the InJ rlor. Land OfThe three drivers who wit. handle J.
country
Is
new
to
previous
and
had
calities for health resorts but are
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, July
the car and accompany the corresing
of
Conditions Then and waiting for someone to come from last year never been extensively tried 17. 1906.
pondents during the long ride will be
In the various lines of agriculture.
New York or Chicago to build them.
Notice Is hereby given that the folNorman De Vaux, who has twice
Now
In His Experience.
Boarding schools in operation here Good crops were general last year and lowing named settler has filed notice
crossed the continent in speed conwould be well patronized from far and there is an abundant yield this season of his Intention to make final proof
tests; J. R. Wlnlpple, and Cnarles
near, vet none are In evidence. We of everything put to rroD. The ranees in support oi his claim, and that aald
Stevens. All are experts in piloting
motor cars over lengthy and ardous MUCH REMAINS TO BE D0NEineei1 creameries and various Indus- - are In prime condl lon and stock, proof will be made before the probate
tries but no one tares to make the sheep, cattle and horses are fattening clerk at Albuquerque, New .lexlco, on
routes, and may be depended upon to
venture. "In union there Is strength," out cn the common.
September 5, 1906, viz.:
break records between cities tf the
Twenty years ago the common peo- -' and "It Is high time to awake out of
The town and county is prosperous
Felix Garcia y Salazar, of Alburoad conditions are hatf decent.
there Is not a business In Tucumcarl querque, Bernalillo county. New MexThe drivers will work in pars, the pie of this section handled but little sleep
SEVi, Section 10;
that is not making money. The class ico, for the NE
third man hurrying ahead by rail, tak- money. Our only markets being so
of immigration we are now getting is NWVi SW4, Section 11, Township 10
ing advantage of the sleeper facilities, ,?.r
chosen
going to make eood citizenshin. the north, Range 5 east.
ond securing any needed supplies beHe nanus the following witnesses
fore he relieved one or the other of realized from our product, counting
THE ARTESIAN WELL outlook on tho whole is very flattering.
nothing for the labor and expense of
to prove his continuous residence upon
the trio at the wheel of the Buick.
since the News came here and it is and cultivation of caid land, viz.
Even if hired help had LITTLE MORE CAN BE DONE
These men have been selected by production
making the estimate I
available but few could have
to say that it
Pilar Trujlllo, Francisco Olguln, Da-rlMessrs. Little and Hagerty after careTIL THE FUNDS SUBSCRIBED
will more than double in . other year,
Gutierrez and Juan Apodaca, allot
ful review of all the available driving afforded it. When harvesting or per-HAVE BEEN PAID INTO
and the county, it H dlfflcu.; to esti- Carpenter, New Mexico.
talent, for the war correspondents aim forming any task necessitating help.)
THE TREASURY
mate the Increase in populatlor. as
MANUEL R. OTERO.
to cut days rather than hours from the people would exchange work with j
y
Register.
there have been about 1,100 homeany previous records, and they want- one another, which was very satlsfac- At the regular meeting of the
in that, aside from doing the tesian well directorate on Tuesday af. stead entries made during the year
ed men who can stand the pace re"Doan's Ointment cured me of ecquired by the arduous test of war work, a high state of sociability and ternoon the matter producing the and filings continue at the rate cf 10
common Interests was cultivated. We most discussion was the fact thai a to 20 per day with a prospective In- zema that hail annoyed me a long
emergencies.
time. i ne cure was permanent.
The route selected Is the shortest had but few school houses at tha number of the subscribers have as yet crease for the next two months.
Now, if we will do as much for the Hon. S. W. Matthews, Commissioner
with reasonably good roads. It will fol- time and practically no public school not paid the amount of their subscrlp-fund- s,
low the line of the iew York Central
but despite the adverse condl- - tions. This is causing more delay town and county af they have done Labor Statistics, Augusta, Me.
& Lake Shore from Broadway to Chi- tlon of the times those early settlers than anything else at present.
Why
cago, the Northwestern to Omaha, the wrought wonders. With common con these insist in holding off is a mystery
Fai-ilithey
would meet, not to vote when it is understood that no driller
to Frisco. The larger sent
Union
cities and towns along this route are bonds, but to hew materials from the will enter into a contract for putting
Albany, Utica, Syracuse, Rochester, woods and with their own hands erect down the well until there Is sufficient
Chicago. Westward the cor- school and church buildings. They money paid In to pay for the same.
Buffal
respondents will touch Clinton,
r
also paid 2 per month per pupil in A committee consisting of Messrs.
Rapids, Omaha. Cheyenne, Ogden, order to give their children a chance Gregg, Wlverton, Soper and Bra
S:immento, and San Francisco.
in the world.
Subscription schools shears will take it on themselves to
1
were very common.
am glad t o round up the delinquents and try to
Galveston's Sea Wall
know that many of those pioneer chil- - collect these amounts. It certainly Is
makes life now as safe in that city as dren are now" occupying important not showing the right spirit to delay
on the higher uplands. E. W. Goodloe, places in the world, living monuments the whole business by the holding
who resides on Dutton street, in to earnest efforts on the part of pur- - back of a few.
For price, on fixtures and house-wirein- g.
"Waco, Tex., needs no sea wall for ents.
unpretentious' The site for the well was discussed
True,
those
safety. He writes: "I have used Dr. schools produced no intellectual won- - and after several places were invest!-der- s,
Estimates cheerfully furnished on Lighting,
King's New Discovery for consumpneither did they turn out any gated it was decided to select four
tion the past five years and it keeps college freaks.
lots on Fifth avenue Just south of
Power and Pumping Plants.
nie well and safe. Before that time
In matters of going to school and Gooilin's livery stable. The secretary
I had a cough wnicu for years had to church the wishes of the children is
in correspondence with several
iicen growing worse. Now It's gone." were not consulted. It was a foregone drillers, but nothing more as far as
Cures chronic ooughs, la grippe, croup conclusion whenever opportunity of- - real work can be done until the
whooping cough and prevents pneuThat was before parents took linquent subscribers come forward and
monia. PIcaeant to take. Every oot-tl- a back seat. Now we find the best pay up. Some of these have given as
guaranteed at all druggists. Price part of the country Intersperse, with their excuse that they want to see act- 60c and f 1. Trial bottle free.
s
beautiful homes, occupied by a pros- - ,'ial drilling started first. Actual
school! ing cannot start until the amount has
people.
Commodious
DO IT NOW. STOCK THAT COAL buildings
are In
to enter the contract,
SUMMER in places where evidence throughout. been secured
FOR
NEXT WINTER.
silence then reigned and the contract will be entered Just
PRICES FOR THE MONTH OF AUG- supreme only disturbed
by rbe wild as soon as the amount necessary has
UST ONLi. W. H. HAHN & CO.
annuals hideous scream, can now
been paid in. There is not the least
South Second Street. Phone Auto. 557
Baby won't suffer five minn e w jib heard the musical tolling of the chinch Mt of doubt but that the directors
croup u ytiu apply Dr. Thomas' Klec inn as it ecnoes rrom mountain to mean business just as soon as such a
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
has wrought thing is made possible by the few who
trie Oil at iiiiie. It ads like niaic. mountain.
an
ttiis clian
can if- - insist on dragging and holding back
The many resources of, the whole procession. Get in line a ml
A Citizen Want ad does the work. f ct more
'New Mexico are practically untouche J push Ktancia News.
Try oce.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM'T GO.

THE WISCONSIN WOODS

BLOODY WAR WAGED If

J.

Chas. Mellni, Secretary

President.

O. Bachechl,

Consolidated
MELINI

Treasurer.

Liquor Co.

Successors to
and BACHECHI

& EAKIN,

'
& GIOMI.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

'it--- f?n

'

D. Eakln, President.

G. Gloml, Vice

'

r

First Nat'l Bank Bid.

Wines, Liquors & Cigars
We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete

1

Have been appointed exclusive agents
in the Southwest lor
JOS. SoHLITZ,
'
WM. LEMP AND
,
8T. LOUIS A. B. C.
BREWERIES.
YELLOWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRAN ER'S
CEDAR BROOK.

LOUIS HUNTER,

T.J.

MONARCH,
And other standard brands of whiskies

n

too numerous to mention.

iiin-acr-

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article as received by us from tte best 'Wineries,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write tor Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.
Issued to dealers only.

low-price- d

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

SANTA FE,.

-

-

NEW MEXICO

j

FORTY-EIGHT-

YEAR

H

1

BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, J906

j

BRO. E. LEWIS, PRESIDENT

in-re-

1

ap-!e-

THE

bt-e-

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marqaette

d

.

--

e

."ff8

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

o

two-cylind-

00C0000
ll
AS A SPECIAL

Detroit Jewel Ga Range No.
Terms, $5 cash and M a
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Gm Range, No.
$22.50.
Terma, $5 cash and $3.50 a
month for flvo months.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each purchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's suoscrip-uo- n
to one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer 'will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.
62-1-

$21.00.

25-1-

i

for

UN-bee- n

o

--

1

!

to those who are anxious to have 4
gas range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making thU
unique offer, good till August! 20.

I

site

INDUCEMENT

'

-

cidr!!i:ejij'

Albfjqoerqoe, New Mexico

ar-tor-

'

j

See Bartlett, the Electrician

Ce-ia-

d.

o

1

drill-perou-

'

1m

1

We Do General Machine Repairing
Mail Orders Given Special Attention

v

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

04K000
)0000K0
J. H. O'REILLY & CO.
'LEADING DRUGGISTS'
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
--

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

7

!

ALBUQUERQUE
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

W. T. McCRCIGHT,
Business Manager.

FEAR AND MALICE
leaders are the com- -'
The Arlsona
completes! act of cowards The Cltiien ever saw. They
Are lways lioasting that Joint statehood will be buried
bo deep In November that no one will over know that
there was such a proposition before the, people. They
assert that the vote will be practically unanimous; and
yet they howl equally vociferous If any New Mexican
suggests a Joint discussion of the question or If any New
Mexico paper or people send into that territory any
Joint statehood literature,. This last fact Is a demonstration that the first claim Is false, and that In making
their vaunted boast of assured overwhelming majorities, tbey are but playing over again the trick of the
little boy who whistles while going through the graveyard to keep his courage up. The antls in Arizona are
so frightened at the prospective result of the election
that they not only first attempted to keep the question
from being submitted to the people; but after they could
not accomplish that, they are now making a deadly onslaught on all effort of every character to place before
the people of Arizona both sides of the question.
The last manifestation of this effort to keep tfie
side
people of Arizona in Ignorance of the
of the statehood issue, is an editorial in the Phoenix
Republican of Sunday, which editorial Is a contemptible
attack on Delegate V. H. Andrews. This attack is a
disreputable conglomeration of cowardice, malice and
falsehood. It charges that Mr. Andrews is sending out
a,
the statehood bill under his frank to the people of
followed by personal letters.
It says: "We know that he is wasting a lot of house
of representatives stationery, and we regret to say that
he Is employing his congressional franking privileges
in the dlssemnlation of literature for the conversion of
Arlsona. This leads us to wonder whether or not in his
next campaign (assuming that he will again be a candidate) he will enclose his appeals for the suffrage of
the people in franked envelopes."
The Citizen called o.i Delegae Andrews today and
learned from him that the Insinuation or the Republican
to the effect that he Is sending out letters under his
frank Is absolutely untrue. His letters all bear postage
stamps. The statehood biil is franked, and why?
congress had 40.0110 copies of that bill printed for
distribution in Arizona and New Mexico, and as there
could be no hope of Deleate Mark Smith's distributing
the law which congress wished the people of Arizona
could be no hope of Delegate Mark Smith's distributing
was committed to Delegate Andrews, who in sending
4hern out, under congressional frank, is but carrying out
the will of congress as well as exercising the Indisputable right and following the universal practice of congressmen.
Of course the Republican is sorry that Delegate
Andrews Is doing this, for like the antls generally that
paper would keep the people of Arizona in ignorance of
the advantages of Jointure; but when it insinuates that
Delegate Andrews is using bis frank for personal matter.
It is maliciously violating the truth.
re

Ari-ton-

In the Corey divorce suit the other day one of the
witnesses, a sister of the respondent, expressed the
opinion that wealthy men in .New York, us ii class, are
, s. I his
morally unfit to have Lie lumping up 1.1
sweeping condemnation Is discussed more or less seriously by the New York press, most of the papeis hold
ing that It Is the Innocent ami arLcss view of the
person.
The Sun defends New V rkers from the aspersion.
and asserts that the vices of the city lire maintained by
strangers "millionaires from .he outer Oirkness"
and that a composite picture of the wealthy men of New
Y'ork would show a decorous bourgeois, much more of a
Sunday school teacher than a sport. It Is not intended
here to dispute this statement, though Incidentally it
may be said that it Is not the opinion held by all New
Yorkers, the author of "The House of Mirth," for Instance; the unsavory personages of the Smart Set In
her book being Indigenous to the soil.
It may be well, however, that It is outsiders who
maintain the vices, for when one comes to think aliout
It, It Is "strangers," that Is, men who have come from
the "outer darkness" of the west and north and south,
who are maintaining most of the other activities of the
the
metropolis. The Rockefellers, the Carnegles,
Schwabs, the Coreys, among the capitalists; the
the McMllllns, the Bakers, the Wlnslows, the
Rldgelys, the Gateses, among the bankers and brokers,
are names that come casually to mind.
In newspaper circles men who have made great successes, Pulitzer, Hearst, Ochs, are out of the west and
south. The most successful, possibly, of the New York
magazines was founded and Is still conducted by a westerner, while the excellence and popularity of many of
the others Is mainly due to Imported talent. Writers
that give distinction to New York's literary circles,
Howells, Davis, Hurgss, Carman and a host of others,
have come out of the west and north. Actors and playwrights and theatrical managers who make the New
Augustus
York Vtage what it Is are from outside.
Thomas, David Belnsco, the Frohmans, lslie Carter,
Miss Marlowe, Otis Skinner, John Drew none of these
are native to New York.
So the story goes in every line of activity, great
and small. In professional and business life, and in beIt does nrrt become New Y'ork
nevolent undertakings.
to sneer at the "provinces" as places of outer darkness,
for it is out of this darkness that men come to tench the
natives many things to their advantage. Indianapolis
Star.
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PROSPERITY WORLD WIDE
After having asserted that a fine harvest Is practically certain, our mills and foundries are running at
their fullest capacity, our railroads are enjoying the
greatest traffic in their history, labor is well employed
at good wages, there is little cause for serious apprehension about the monetary situation, and on all sides are
evidences of tremendous business activity and growth,
Henry Clews in his Weekly Financial Review, New
'
York, August 11. adds:
Nor is this movement confined to the United States,
although we appear to be enjoying prosperity In a more
marked degree than any other part of the world. Great
Britain is reporting a decided expansion it commorce
nd Industry, Similar advices come from France aud
Germany, especially the latter, which is still in the
midst of a great industrial revival, manifesting Mself
largely In the iron and electric industries. Even Italy
is rising out of a state of coma. But this is not all; the
British colonies, which include a population of over
are exhibiting renewed industrial and commercial activity. From Canada, Australia, New Zealand ami
India comes the same story of growing commerce and
prosperity. South of us we find Mexico showing a wonderful development, and now the sleepy republics of
South America are Joining the procession, Argentina ap
parently leading. Only Russia and South Africa lug
behind. China is awakening and Japan is making rapid

strides.

In giving the reasons for this wonderful and
manifestation of prosperity in nearly all lands,
Mr. Clews says: Space does not permit any elaboration
ot causes at this time; but growth of population, the Increasing desire for wealth, the progress of Invention, the
adoption of Improved methods, the creal ion of new industries, the opening of new territory, the increase of
products of the soil and the rapid development of the
world's mineral bupplies, especiall the gold output; all
these influences are contributing to the great material
progress which the civilized world is just now experiencing. That it should be accompanied by so much social and political discontent is not to be wondered at;
for, while this may mean temporary disturbance, it
promises well for the future, inasmuch as such aspirations show a desire among the people for a more equitable distribution of material wealth than has hitherto
been possfble.
wide-extend-

Weekly weather bulletin for the week ending
August 13: lcal thunder showers have continued almost daily throughout the week. As a rule they were
moderate in intensity, but at Aurora, on the eastern
slope in southwest Colfax county, a very heavy rain and
hail storm occurred on the loth, approaching a cloudburst in the volume of waier that fell. A heavy tain
and bail storm also occurred near Albeit on the Mb.
and heavy rains occurred near Lake Valley several
times during the week. Winter is generally abund.mt,
but a few stations report the n ed of more rainfall. The
streams of the territory, as a rule, are to ill carrying a
fair volume of water, although in the northern counties
only small patches of snow remain on the northern
slopes of the higher peaks. The percentage of sunshine has remained comparatively low. In the southern
districts the temperature of the week averaged a little
above the normal, but no very high temperatures occurred, while in the northern districts the average was
slightly below the normal ; at Santa Ke it was one
a day below. Chiis. K. Llr.ney, New Mexico section
director.
de-jrr-

Dully Oplic:
New

In the p:isi fiult ha been found with
Mexico fair bebl at Albuquerque be- cause more attention has been given to uniusiii. ills
than to matters calculated to advar.ee the material interests of the territory. People like to be amused;' but
whatever of basis there may have been for this objection
in the past there remains the fact that one feature of this
year's fair, w hich opens on September 17, is certain to
prove a vital factor in advancing the greatest Industry
r this territory, the sheep ami wool industry.
This
'
Is the convention of sheep growers, called by Governor
llagei man. for the purpose of forming a New Mexico
i Hlieep
SiiJ. Wool (JrowrfiV association. The object of
the astioeUtitr.; will be 10 look oiu lor aud protect he
..Industry as a wiAle and the
of each indlvblntl
i

t

member of ihu organization.

Short Stories if Fall Opening of Boys' and Youth's Clothing
I
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A WOMAN'S

Anne Harrison
the belle of the Spnng3 that summer.
Of ail the pretty girls, she wa by fir
the most beautiful. But sne was a
ttlrt.
Every man at the .cr rt was dan
gling after her. even John Krskltie,
whom none of his friends had ever
seen so Infatuated w...i a woman before. We all know Krskire, but few
of us liked him. There was one black
spot In his career which a few of us
knew and It old not tend to heighten
our regard for him. Kate Gordon died
when her child was !orn, and she was
glad to hide her sname from the
world In the grave.
One night as I sat In a dark corner
of the veranda Krskine and Anne
approached and sat down near

1

me.

"But I tfll you I love you," he was
saying as t.iey approached.
"It Is
cruel to keep me waiting thus. For
three weeks you have kept me In an
agony of suspense, and I can't stand
it any longer. Why don t you give
me an answer?"
I wi.i give you my answer." tjhe
said In a cold voice. "Do you re
member Kate Gordon? I see you do.
and I loved
She was my
her as I loved nothing else In this
wdiid. I know your part In the trag
edy of her life. The day she was laid
in hqr grave I swore to avenge her
death. I have taken my own way to
do It. Y'ou have your answer. Go."
An hour later I was hastily summon
He had s;iot
ed to JSrsklne's room.
hlniBelf and a glance told me he was
hao-slste-

Our idea of success is to give each purchaser of Boys'
and Children's Clothing such careful attention and
conscientious service that her full satisfaction will
merit continued patronage.
Our idea of what the best Juvenile Clothing
should be is expressed in the extensive line of suits
and overcoats for small and larger boys, ranging in age from 2 to 17 years. The
garments will speak for the correctness of our standard if you will come and see
them, and the courtesy and attention you receive will win your approval of our
methods. You will be welcome at our store always.
Fine

Clothing and
Furnishings

MANBELL,

Mo

Good
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We are getting the very bad repu,.iiicn of not giving
our murderers their Jusi dues. That impression of our
criminal jurisprudence is becoming somewhat prevalent
at home.
Recorder Goff sternly reproved a jury the
other day for bringing in a verdict of manslaughter in
the first degree, which he declared was not adequate to

the case. Here are his words to the jury:
"There has been a miscarriage of justice in Unerase.
The evidence clearly showed the crime of murder
in the second degree :it least, and in all probability a
verdict of murder in the first degree would have been
sustained by a higher tribunal. However, this Jury has
arrogated to itself the verdict of manslaughter, which is
tot adequate to the case.
"No wonder there Is an epidemic of murder in this
community, as tho newspapers speak of it, when juries
fail to do their duty, as the Jury failed In this case. This
shirking of their full duty on the part of jurors In murder canes seriously threatens the prevalence of law and
order In this city."
Andrew D. White, in an address before
the Cornell university summer school on Friday, had this
to say of New York's treatment of Its murderers;
"While the number of murders is rapidly increasing
the procedure against them Is becoming more and more
Ineffective, and, in the light of recent cases In New Y'ork
and elsewhere. Is seen to be a farce.
"One of the worst results ofMhese cases is the growing opinion among the people at large that men with
money can so delay justice by every sort of chicanery
that there is a virtual immunity from punishment for the
highest crimes."
They do their victim to death believing that throng
the ingenuity of counsel, the bewildering testimony of
"experts," or the pusillanimity of a jury they will somehow get off. A community that lets Its murderers escape is altogether unjust to itself and to its individual
members. It is guilty of contributory negligence if it
lets the belief spread abroad that, the deliberate killing
of a human being involves no greater risk than a few
years' detention in an asylum for the criminal Insane
perhaps not that, since iu a recent murder trial the ac
cused was acquitted, though the whole effort of the defense had been to prove, not innocence, but insanity.
New Y'ork looks to its district attorney and its courts to
dispel the impression that the death chair has become
a disused piece of furniture. New Y'ork Times.

petitors.

First. We are in our
own building don't pay
$300 a month rent.
Second. We buy entirely in car lots lowest
prices; biggest discounts.
Third. We pay cash
every invoice coming
into our store for the past
ten years has been discounted.

love.

THE FAIRY POODLE.
They lived in the studio under the
slates of a Paris attic. They were
called "the two children."
because
they were unpractical. They would
buy sweetmeats when tliey lacked for
bread, and sometimes the patience of
Mine. Cochard, the concierge,
was
sorely tried.
When Juliette bought, the black
poodle, madame was furious.
'Is it no", enough," she Said, "that I
feed you when you are behind witn
the Vent? .Xiust I care also for the
dog?"
But It Is a fairy prince In disguise,"
It will bring luck to
said Juliette.
my husband and then the rent will be
paid.
1 nen the
good woman yielded, for
she had a tender heart and dearly
loved the little wife, in spite of her
foolish Irresponsibilities.
So the aris
tocratic little, animal was bathed and
cared for until the advertisement

'

"It was most kind of you," slid the
ComUsso de Grand Ecusson. "I count
myself blessed that my little Racine
fell Into such gfod hands. What sum
should you think a sufficient reward? '
"Alas, madam, said Juliette shyly,
we could not think of accepting any
thing. It would be base to accept
money for a simple act 01 honesty. Besides, we love the little animal dearly
see your husband's pictures."
What a child you are!" exclaimed
will
the countess. "In that case
say no more, but give me your ada
dress and I will ."mo. time come and
see your husband's pictures.
Four months later came the first of
January.
It was snowing in Paris.
With no food In the house, Julien hau
FRENCH MANUFACTURE
gone out to spend his ,ast two francs
for a ribbon for Juliette.
OF ARTIFICIAL SILK
"I am here, as arranged. ior the
rent, said Mme. Cochard. "No doilbi
0000X0000XK0XXCKXX000000
it is ready.
N? Then you must
There is no manufacture for the production of Char leave this evening. I am weary of
supporting those who refuse to ac
A factory in Besancon, about
donnei silk in Lyons.
cept money for a poodle and owe
148 miles northeast of Lyons, has been manufacturing
money to a landlord. At t o'clock you
t'hardonnet silk the last fifteen years. The output has must depart.
4,000
220
pounds per day to nearly
been Increased from
Sanquereau, the sculptor, called
pounds per day. Chardonnet finds use more specially with his Niw Year greeting, and later
in passementerie and corded goods, but is also used for Tricot rin and Pitou dropped in.
"Who will an me a few francs?"
ladies' dresses, and can not be distinguished from real
Julien.
silk except bv the closest Inspection of a skilled ex asked
tnree cailers promptly displaypert. It is but little used In Lyons, but finds ready pur ed The
the linings of their empty pockets.
chasers lu many of the smaller cities of France. Its
"Well, join us In a little supper tins
best market is iu the United States. It is manufactured evening," said their Host.
in Germany and Hungary, and a factory Is about to be
"But yon forget " stammered Juput up for its production in Italy. As alcohol enters liette, "there will be no supper."
"Oh. but there will," said Julien
very largely into the making of this material, ihe high
internal revenue lax iu the I'nite I States has thus far "There is my summer suit, and the
old clothes man will pay."
prevented its manufacture there.
Tlun the door opened and ihe conThe factory at Besancon employs from l.lioo to 1,800 cierge,
fairlv out of breath, tottered to
hand:1, exclusive of clerks, bookkeepers, traveling men, the threshold.
I am told by a cheme c., ami lias an ottlce in Lyons.
"Monsieur, madam," she panted with
ist thai the genesis of Chardonnet silk Is gun cottoh. a l.iw
f deep respect;
"a visitor!
which is mad by treating ordinary cotton with a mix- - Mine, la Conitesse de Grand Kciisson!
The countess left an order for a
line of ni'rjte and sulphuric acid. When this gun cotton is dissolved in alcohol it forms collodion, and ibis portrait and bought two landscapes.ex"Two thousand francs in all."
makes a solution of cellulose, which is the basis of
Juliette, when the five friend.'
Chard. miiet. A viscious solution of cellulose Is injected claimed
s.il down to a bountiful repast served
In infinitesimal jets into the preparation,
giving it a by the good Mnie. Cochard. 'Did
brilliancy and tenacity. The alcohol then evaporates not sty it was a fairy poodle?"
from the filaments, and from ihese filaments Ihe Char-ilopi.slili Is produced.
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
If the article were left in that
condition it would still possess all the explosive proper- to bo washed over. Imperial Laundry
ties of gun coi'0,1, from which it was made. To remedy Co.
o
this the fiber iiiidei goes a chemical treatment, by which
STAGE TO JEMFZ SPRINGS
the sub.il it ion piodiicis above spoken of are removed
iiind ihe cellulose from which it was originally formed
The undersigned is prepared to
is restored and ti.e
i
loses its explosive properties.
make trips to and from the celebrat
It has leeotne l.i.rmu
ccllu'ose. Consular Report.
ed JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any Information desired can be secured
SULLOWAY WOULD DIG 'EM UP.
from George II. Moore, No. 113 West
t y So'loway, the tall New Hampshire congressman, Railroad avenue.
was visiting a I'rii ml who wis making expensive imJAME3 T. JOHNSTON.
provements on hi-- ,
in Hover, w hen lilt following
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK CREAM
:ik lilent occurred
BKbAU and take ro omer
tilth wan ... sr.n. ii. ... .,., i i..,...,
needed to till in an excavation, and his hosi asked the
congressman:
"What. shall
use to till that bole?"
"Oh. it oii haven' the ,ijri, nil In with some of these
diggers, a'd co;er :heni deep," answered t'y.
"Vis," spoke up one of ihe diggers, "and. begorra.
TO DATE SIGNS
nixt election time yell be 'round diggiu' us up." Ilos-lo- n
Herald.
208 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
.
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We have

Fourth.
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understand it in every detail -e,
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business for the

past
where and how to buy.

twenty-fiv- e

years

O. W. STRONG'S SONS
The man who is

SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

sav-

0C0

ing some money each year

and who has a bank account is z
assured sound sleep, freedom from
worry of the future, end possesses
a satisfying Independence.
The pages of every bank book
are interesting when you can read
the hidden meaning of the figures.
There Is nothing like the satisfaction of the man who from day ti
day eagerly watches liis bank account grow. He ias an interest
and pride in the columns of figures.
They t'-- a record of history to
Win a history that concerns himself, his family and the future.
We are anxious that you secure
a bank book and record history fcr
yourself. It's interesting. We furnish the book.

FURNLZRPiRulRPETS
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: Fayvvood

I

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.

Hot

BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.

J Springs

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

1
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Rasons

Why we can sell you
cheaper than our com-

"Oh, John," sue moaned, "what
h.tve I done? I was cruel, cruel. Don't
you 'understand dear? I love you, I
love you." And with a burs of tears
she buried her head in the pillow beside him.
A smile illuminated the face of the
dying man. Feebly he raised her face.
"I'm glad, little girl, so glad. Don't
worry. It s ill right. I'll wait for you
on the other side." His voice was
only a whisper now. "Kiss me, dtarst. And with a smile on his lips his
soul passed out.
Anne Harrism lived to be an old
woman, but stie never married.
At
last she dieu, still constant to tier

AMERICA EARNING BAD
REPUTATION ON MURDER
5

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings

BKHE

I thought
to make a clean job of
It," he said, "but I didn't do it very
well. Annie Harrison.
Yes, I know. 1 overheard your
conversation on the veranda."
At. that moment the oor.r
was
thrown open and Anna rushed Into tlie
room.
..e sank on her knees beside
the couch on winch the dying man lay
and seized his hand.
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A Word to Mothers

lying.

X

-

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

Har-rlsg-

Van-derbil- ts,

mocxxr-

VENGEANCE.
was without doubt

THE

BANK

OF

ALBUQUERQUE.

COMMERCE
NEW

I FAYVVOOD,

MEXICO

..Casino Theater.

Lyllian
Leighton
Stock Co

0C000000

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

'

Los Angeles, Calif.

Courtesy and attention
Your friendship and patronage it appreciated.
guest it a pleasure to us.
HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

BURNT CORK
MINSTRELS

to

LOCATION

New Mexico people unending the Cummer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home in our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.

DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

OF FUN.
OF LAUGHS.
SONGS

SPECIALTIES.
i

AMATEUR CONTEST HELD EVERY
FRIDAY NIGHT, AND CASH PRIZES
AWARDED THt WINNERS.

THE BEST IN TOWN
12

15 AND

PRICES OF ADMISSION,
25 CENTS.

TO

HOLLENBECK HOTEL

i

TO NIG HI
LOTS
LOTS
NEW
NEW

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rated, good for thirty day.

New Mexico

:

FIRST

51

Per Gallon
$J.50
Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

Adams & Dilgard

FARM
LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY
Iled
Colo.

111

92.

j

P. M.

Funeral Directors

!

1

T.

A. LUCERO

IP

Embalming

Is

Our

Specialty!'

Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad
Colo, phone, Black, 298.
Auto.,

Av.

A Citizen Classified ;.d
lnvcs.ii.ent.

good

Is

a

152.

DAVISz

Agent For

'

The Mills Novelty Company
All kinds of coin machines sold or placed on commission. Amusemem nickel and pennv machines, tngde producers, money machines;
large proritj on small investments, investigation Invited.
PENNY PARLOR, 216'a South 6cnd Street, Albuquerque, N. M.

.
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NEW MEXICO

EYEXIXG CI1IZEX.

ALBUQUERQUE
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ADDITIONAL

1LI1H

RETURN FROM CAMP

PARIS

DELEGATES

GREEN

EXTER-

RECEIVES A MESSAGE

.

MINATES FIELD

APPOINTEDJflCONYENTION

WRY

ICE

FOR SUCCESS OF CONVENTION VALLEY

Band-Speec- hes

MELLONS

RIPENING

In additi.m to tlie list of delegates Special Correspondence.
tne wool growers' convention to be
San Antonio, N. M Aug. 13. Reheld in tills c.ty (Miring the twenty-sixt- ferring to your Item in Saturday's Isannual territorial lair, which sue of The Evening Citizen regarding
have been puuiished in these columns the depredation of field rats Rnd mice
previously, the following delegates on cantaloupe crops In the Pecos valhave been appointed:
ley, I beg to say that we have the
From Colfax county, appointed by same trouble here. Over half our
to

h

GUARD IS PRAISED

FIVE

ODD CM Alff&S?

THAT WIFE DROPPED DEAD

Of Wool Growers to Be Held Rio Grande
Farmer Tells E. A. RIehle Shocked at News
How to Get Rid of Melon
Here During Fair Week.
of Wife's Sudden Demise
Eating Pest.
President Luna Working
From Heart Disease.

And Are Met at Depot By .First Regiin Opera
ment
House and Banquet For Troops.
TERRITORIAL

PAGE

We place on sale a big
assortment of Odd Chairs
at grealy reduced prices,
among them a most desirable lot of chairs at a reduction of 20 to 50 per cent.
We Gladly Show you

DX1VES HASTILY TO HIS HOME
This afternoon. Just as Sheriff Per-lecArmijo was leaving the county
jail In his buggy, E.
RIehle, proprietor of tne Casino bar, rushed up
to Sheriff Armijo, and with his o.g
frame shaken with sobs that he was
unable to control, begged Sheriff Armijo to take him home, declaring,
amid his
sobs, that
ho had Just received a. telephone mes
sage that ..Is wife had dropped dead.
"For (ion's sake, sheriff," pleaded
the I1I3 feilow, as the sobs racked his
frame, "take me heme in a hurry. My
wife has dropped dead. . Just: get the
telephone message of her death."
Sheriff Armijo, trying to calm Mr.
RIehle. took him In the buggy, and
lashed the (liorpo Into a furious run, In
the direction of Mr. Richie's home. On
the way turre, amid his sobs, Mr.
Riehle tend the sheriff how his wife
had long been afflicted wlta heart dis
ease, and now he had expected t hedreaded announcement cf her dropping suddenly dead to come to him
any moment.
As he thought of the many happy
years tney had spent together since
first their marriage vows were taken
awav back when noth were in their
golden prime .the tears welled to his
eyes in Increased i.ow. and try as he
would, he could not repress the many
i.

our stock, leaving your own
good judgment to do the rest.

Headquarters 1st HrlKade,
the county commissioners:
Thomas cantaloupes are damaged or destroyed
footsore ntl weary,
Mabry, near Austin, Texas. E Owen, Folsom, N. M.; W. K. Irwin, In that way.
"Camp
NaMexico
New
the members of the
lfmti.
11,
"August
Hall's Peak; M. W, Mills,
Iast week I made a mixture of 8
tional guard returned to New Mexico "To the Commanding Officer, Hattal-io- A. J. aieloche,- Jr., Raton; Springer;
H. W. ounces of lard and one ounce of paris
today in their special train, Company
First Infantry, New Mexico Na. Adams. Vermejo; William French, green, with enough wheat flour to
O of this city. Captain Ruppe In comtional Guard.
Cimarron; J. C. Taylor, Springer; C make the mixture the consistency of
mand ; Company fc, of Old town, Cap"Sir: The brigade commander tie- K. Hartley. Springer; E. N. Uurch; gutter.
This mixture I spread on
tain La ixmtl; company D. Silver City, 8jre8 to convey to the battalion. New Severlno Martinez, Hlack
slices of fresh bread and laid them at
Captain Netu.lt ana co.npany A, 01 l,as wnile scrvin under his command at
From Sandoval county appointed by Intervals of twenty-fiv- e
or thirty feet
Cruees, Second Lieutenant Dessauer Mexico National Guard, his hih ap-l- ihe county commissioners: Juan Do- - through the melon patch. The rats
0 308-31- 0
Ave.,
N. AT.
command, arriving in Albuquerque pr( elation of the exceptionally soldler-sliortl- mlngnez. Telesfor lxbato, lduvigen ate the bread greedily and it seems
Gurule. Manuil Armijo, Andres Vigil, to destroy their taste feir melons, as
before 11 o'clock, returning !v manner i.i which they have
ihe encampment at Camp Ma- f',rm,.cl the duties reoiiired o' them. Henenclo Montoya, Candtdo G. Gon I have since found one dead rat and
bry, near Austin, Texas, where they Camp Mabry, Texas. The cheerful zales, Sereflno C. De liaea. C. rnelio only one melon slightly nibbled. Arhave been in camp since leaving Al- spirit which tney have displayed prom-ist- s M. Sandoval, M. C. De Baca.
senic or any other poison would prob- The Roswell Commercial club Tias ably do as well as paris green.
buquerque on the morning of Aug. 3.
well for the future contingencies
acAdjutant General Taikington
The slices of bread should be laid
for national defense, as far as New apiM)inted L. K. ...caffey, M. F. Love-lat- e
and John A. Craig as
companied the four companies to Al- Mexico is concerned. He trusts that
to on hgh ground so as to escape irribuquerque, Troop A, of Las Vegas, their return home may be pleasant, the convention.
gation water. 1 do neit consider It
The city of Gallup has appointed C. necessary to renew them unless the
stopping off at that city and the con- and their future a a military organizaN. Cotton, C. F. Wediemeyer
tingent from Santa Ke stopping off tion, successful.
and rats renew their depredations.
Reese Beddow as delegates to the conAs the melon crop is Just coming on
at l.amy to board a train later for
"Very respectfully,
vention.
In this valley the above information
their home station.
(Signed) DAi.' r. CORDRAY.
The isocorro Commercial club has may be useful to others.
I'pon arriving here the four com
Adjutant General
appointed the following delegates:
panies disembarked, unloaded their
RIO GRANDE FARMER.
Captain Adjutant 2tth Infantry."
H. u. Uursum, John F. Kullerton and
luggage from the train and fell into
Conrado A. Baca.
ranks, in battalion formation, after!
mn,y
!: "j? r1?,'1
SOME HARD LUcK STORIES.
The county commissioners of other CARS MIGHT RUN TO
which, headed by Adjutant General
t;
talked sootliir
The hard luck stories of the return counties in the territory, who are alTarkington, Senator Andrews, Mayor
t
n
EIGHTH jTREET TONIGHT !he ri
McKee and Hon. W. H. Childers. in a ing soldiers were rather numerous lowed to appoint ten delegates to the
break-necspeed for the home r had
carriage, and the First Regiment band, not the least among them being the convention, in addition to those
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colony, that the latest "practical example of this canine organization is
toeing experienced.
Here 200 dogs romp and play the
livelong day, careless of the sultry
heat of the city left behind, and quickly forgetful of the many nights their
fc-sniffing noses were hungrily poked
Maneuver by United SUtei Troops,
2:18 Pace Surburg'i Grain Plug Cut To- into the gutter searching for food.
Baby Show.
Stake, $1,000.00.
bacco
WaldorfNow food from the world-fame- d
-Astoria
$1,000.00,
Stake,
2:20
Trot
Jersey
Cream
Carnation
WAINE.
Stock Show.
KEEPER
DOGS
PLAY
THE
is theirs.
HOME
WHERE
E
AT
TUB CAGE IN THE ORCHARD
Twice each day .huge hampers come
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon's White Seal
Poultry Exhibit.
expressed direct to the Leahy farm.
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
Trades Display.
home, conAll the delicacies known to the most of beef, Juicy southdown mutton, are dent of the
ONE .CHILD .WORTH . MORE
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
fin icy epicure are fed to these former among the things that these dogs cluded that It was advisable to have
Flower Parade.
THAN ALL DOGS IN THE
a country place for her little
friendless street waifs. The dainty dally feast upon.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
'
Montezuma Ball.
WORLD.
charges, she hit upon Greenbreast of young chicken, choice cuts When Mrs. H. U. Kibbe, the presi- $1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
Chicago. Aug. 14. "One poor
Carnival attractions, with 20 shows on the
wich as the very place. Near by is
little child's life Is worth all the
her own summer home, and she visits
Relay Races.
streets carnival all the time.
the Ieahy farm every other day to see " dogs In the world."
Half-Mll- e
80METHINQ DOING ALU THE TIME.
Ladies'
Race.
JusThat was the remark of
how the dogs are improving In the
tlce Charles H. Callahan in the
fresh air.
The farm consists of fifteen acres, tV Hyde Park police court, in a case
a quaint house built many years ii where an appeal was made to '
with
'
x&y
him to prevent fox terriers from
ago.
In it dwells Jos. Waine, the
running at large in crowded "
keeper, who haa had the care of dogs
The Judge said
in this country and in the old world S neighbrohoods.
years. To the right V that fox terriers were notorious- for forty-eigly "snappy" and he said that they
of the house is a picturesque orchard.
should all be thrown In the lake,
This is divided into three pens. These
rather than that one little child 4
are made by wire fencing and here
'4
should be bitten.
the dogs race and play or bask lazily
I
9. 9. 9. ft ft ft
ft
A A A
in the sun, according to their age and
inclinations.
lie well cared for and they gets hit.
In one of these inclousres are the Hhafa what Hi m naid for doing, and
"laddies," at least those whose puppy m ,joe3 nit
days are well over, the next runa-- 1
DUriug the year the
way is devoted to the "girls," as olduome shelters thousands of dogs. Its
Waine affectionately terms them. The town place is in Wst Thirty-secon- d
young dogs tumble and fall over each street. New York, and a large number
'
other in the third pen.
of fashionable women are interested
That the animals receive more care in this charity.
Mrs. Geo. H. Gould Is one of the vice
than many a small childish living soul
TABLE
In a crowded East side tenement ia presidents of the organization, while RAILROADJTIME
testified to by the hale old man who Mrs. Ulysses Grant is among the many
Each winter Mrs. Minnie
directors.
has them in charge.
(In effect July.l, 1906.)
"Hevry dog 'as is hor 'er bath hev-er- y Maddern Fiske gives a theatrical benEattbound.
day, Just the same as though 'e efit for the home, and Is numbered
Face-Forward
hor 'er was ha rich harlstocrat," ex- among the honorary life members. No. 2, Atlantic Kxpress, arrives 7:61
a. m., departs 8:25 & m.
Waine with pride, to Mrs. Edith Wharton, the celebrated
plains Ker-penovelist, Is also one of these, while No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:61
the Inquirttlve visitor.
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
Hand heach dog gets is Hor er such aristocratic names as Tiffany,
'Speyer, Seligman and No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Exfood wtlce ha day. Just has regular Vanderbilt,
press, arrives 6:45 p. m-- , depart
jhas though 'e paid ha big price for is. Beekman appear among the long list
7:45 p. m.
keep.
The ladles want the dogs to of subscribers to this unique charity.
ARRIVAL OP A HAMPER FROM THE WALDORF-ASTORIWestbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:3
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
stance. These substances are called TAXATION IN SAN
MIGUEL COUNTY No. 3, California Limited, arrives
toxic substances. Which Is only anRate $33.25 for the round trip. Tickets
For the plain, unmistakable inform11:05 a. m departs 11:25 a m.
other word for poisou.
Aug. 10 and 11. Final limit Sept. 1. This limit
may
experiments
ation of the people generally. It
No. 7, Mexico & California ExpreBS.
An Interesting series of
extended until Sept. 30, by depositing ticket wit
hp fitfltd thnt thp tnhllhlr 4tl4tpmht
were conducted by two scientists
arrives 12:05 p. m., departs-- .u;45
agent at Minneapolis until Sept. 30. A fee of 51
a
Miguet
running
over
p. tn.
of the new tax levy in San
Lewes and Gilbert
will be charged for this extension. For full particuperiod of fifteen years, In which pota- county, appearing on an inside page
Southbound.
lars ask The Man at ticket window.
toes were grown successively on the of the Optic, means that the territorial Xo. 27, El Paso train, departs at 12:35
p. rn.
length of and county levy for that county for
of the chemical same plot of ground for that
addition
this
the
time
DISCOVERY IN AN AGRICULTURAL elements subtracted by the first crop. time, when they absolutely refused to 1106, on precincts outside of the city Local freight train, No. 99, southT. E. PURDY, Agent
any more. Then a crop ot bar- and town of Las Vegas, is $3.80 on tne
bound, departs at 6 a. in., and car
BUREAU IN WASHINGTON
MAY
But what Is the result? Very much grow
spot
it
passengers.
same
$100;
on
levy
ley
for
and
city
sown
school
was
the
rles
total
and
crop
same.
Is still
The second
REVOLUTIONIZE FARMING IT'S the
gave an enormous yield. But the district No. 2. 16.07 on the HW: the
Arrives From South.
THE POISON THAT EACH NEW puny, and far below the crop which same chemical elements enter into town and school districts Nos. 1 and No. 22, Mexico Express, arrive
7:J
grow
pot
In
will
son.
the
fresh
with
expera. m.
4, ?3.8L' on the llim.
CROP HAS TO FIGHT.
To the above
Into potatoes. So the
What is tae matter? The plant now has barley aa are
1
led to conclude that the are added the snecial levies on live No.
runs direct to Los Angeles.
imenters
its food, but it still reiuses to grow.
by somestock as follows: Cattle indemnity, 25 No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
Now, to complete the experiment. soil is poisoned for potatoes
.Special Correspondence.
potato
3
runs direct to Los Angeles and
cents on the $100; sheep sanitary'. 50 No.
which, the successive
adds to the pot thing
Washington, D. C, Aug. 14. An en- The professor nowgrow
San Francisco.
a potato tox- cents on the IKK) and wild animal
a good crop, crops leave in the soil however,
which refuses to
10
does bounty,
All trains dally.
cents on the $100.
tirely new idea as to why plants will what? Phosphate? Nitrate? Potash? in whicl: substance,
T. E. PURDT. Agent.
grow In one soil and not in another No. Not any of the chemical ele not poison barley or some other crops.
Impure blood runs ycu down makes
gone
conInto the
you an easy victim for organic dishas been developed by the govern- ments which have
ment scientists. The whole theory of struction of the wheat plant, but a TELEPHONE LINE FOR
eases. Burdock Blood Bitters purifies
peas
or,
a
aoil fertility, it now appears, has been teaspoonful ot ground cow
blood cures
the cause bunds
TORRANCE COUNTY the
you up.
challenged and may have to be revo- quantity of pyrogalloi, a substance
developing photograpnic
used for
lutionized.
From time Immemorial farmers plates. Neither contains plant food.
That the towns ot Torranc county
have been taught to believe that they What happens now? He finds that he will be connected 1y telephone and
...SANTA
grow
crops
1
otj that very shortly, lsn ow an assured
three successive
put things on the soil to "feed the can
begins;
plant." They have learned that crops wheat seedlings before the soil
A company consisting ot James
fact.
again to deteriorate.
"'exhaust the soil."
Walker, H. C. Keen and J. C. Keen,
Effective December 10,1905
Now comes Prof. Milton Whitney,
is being Incorporated and will go beShortest and quickest tins from
chief of the bureau of soils and deIt Is evident, from the above experl- - fore the board of county commissionWestbound.
Eastbound.
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colment. that the mere addition or sub- - ers In the very near future asking for
clares that this is all a mistake.
chemical
elements a franchise fo rthe purpose of erectThe bureau of soils has conducted traction
ot
orado Springs and all Colorado
No. 426.
Stations.
No. 425.
come very simple but interesting ex- will not determine the fertility of a ing, Installing and operating telephone
points. Connection at Denver and Puperiments bearing on the question soil. The question Is, what does de- lines between the various towns 'Of
eblo with all lines east and west.
11:05 pn
Pueblo
3:00 am
whether or not plauts really do "ex- termine It? Why did not the addition the county, as well as In connecting
Colo. Springs
9:40 pm
4:35am
Time as quick and rates as low as by
haust fcolls." Here is one:
of the plant's regular foods enable the the various ranches.
7:30 am A r. Denver L v.
7:00 pm
and other lines.
The professor takes a sealed pot soli In the first pot to grow a second
The Keen brothers are newcomers
Eapanola
12:51pm
1:26pm
containing about a pound of earth. In and a third crop? What did the pyr- In the valley, having come from cen'This Trade Mark
3:30pm
Lv.
Fe
Santa
Ar.
11:00am
PULLMAN
this he grows six grains of wheat. At ogalloi or ground cow peas do to the tral Texas, but they are all right and
SLEEPERS,
DININ3
Barranca
3:00 pm
11:36 pm
the end of a few weeks, when the soil to make it productive?
are able to carry out such a proposiCARS, TOURIST CARS,
pm
pm
10:29
4:02
Servilleta
sprouts are about four Inches high, he It Is a mathematical certainty that tion in a substantial manner. Mr.
Guarantees the Purity
CHAIR CARS.
10:00pm
4:32pm
Tres Pledraa
cuts them off, and plants six more th eplant gets nothing from the pyro- James Walker has resided In our
Aatonlto
8:10 pm
6:45 pm
grains. At the Bame time he takes galloi or the cow peas that it did not county for more than a year, and durOn all through trains. No tiresome
Alamosa
8:30 pm
6:40am
another pot filled with fresh earth and have before; and it is likewise a math- ing that time has always been found
MOST BORAX
2:11pm
12:26 pm
Embudo
delays at any station.
plants similarly six other grains. What ematical certainty that the soil con- working for the improvement and
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
is the result? The second crop in tained all the time enough phosphats, good of the whole valley. He has alADULTERATED
IS
good
are
served.
meals
where
pot No. 1 will be about half the size nitrates and potash for a considerable ready Invested large sums of money
For Illustrated advertising matter
number of successive crops. A chem- here, and is not slow to do more, as
ut that in pot No. 2.
or
Information, address or apply to
WITH
SODA
Connections.
Why? According to the old idea ical analysis of the soil proves this. he sees opportunities for realizing on
Durango, Sllverto
for
Antonlto,
The
At
the soil has been exhausted.
It is in answer to these questions his investment.
Which Is Unsatisfactory and intermediate points.
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
flriH growth took the essential cheml that the new theory of Prof. Whitney
It is the Intention of those InterestA
AtanwuaJL
tnw
Anil
rknnvAl
Tiia1
al elements out of the soil; it lacks comes in.
as
"get
busy" Just as soon
the
ed to
and
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A.., Santa Fe, New Mex.
Intermediate points, via eifher the
potanh, phospuorus and nitrogen.
necessary preliminary steps can be
But the experiment is not completIn plain and unscientific language arranged, and connect not only the
standard gauge line via la vet a rass
Injurious
Often
or the narrow gauge via Salida, maked. The scientist knows Just how the new theory of Boil fertility Is that Estancla houses, but Willard and
ing the entire trip in daylight and
much nitrogen, phospuorus, etc., a lit- plants secrete their own poisons. That Morlarty as well. The incorporators
passing through the FAMOUS ROYAL
tle wheat plant takes out of the soil Is to say, every plant leaves behind are confident that ultimately there
r
YOUR
TEST
BORAX GORGE.
in making Us growth. It is a very it l nthe soil some sort of substance will he much need of such a system
Also for all points on the
by dropping on it Strong1 ' Creede branch.
easy matter, in the government lab- which is injurious to its own growth, laud while at first business will neces-- I
oratory, to restore the exact amount. and another crop, cuming along in the satily be slow, it will pay In the end.
A. S. BARNEY. Traveling Freight
Vinegar. If the borax
So, the experiment Is tried again, with same place, has to tight with this sub- - There Is little doubt that with push
and Passenger Agent.
bubbles it is impure and
S. K. HOOPER. Q. P. A.,
and enterprise the undertaking will be
shows adulteration with soda.
'
'
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
' (T
a financial success as well as a conDenver. Colo.
(I
if V
venience to all. Estancia News.
TRY TO CATCH THE POISONS.
passenger
parts
Fast
freight
and
service. Steamship tickets to all
In Self Defense
By Prof. Milton Whitney.
20 -- MULE -- TEAM BORAX Major Hamm,
of the World.
Summ:,- - uiarrnoea in Children.
editor and manager of
prouf of what I tun
I nope before long to have very stronge
Connections
at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso Sc. louthwestern, 1!
During the hot weatuT of the sum-- :
the Constitutionalist, Enimlnenee, Ky.,
Will Not Bubble
about to say. I hope we shall be able to identify some of these toxic
and Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
mer
loosemontus
attacked,
fiercely
the
first
unnatural
four
when
was
he
substances. We see them through their results; we hanute them,
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe railway. At 8anta
ness of a child's bowels should have When Vinegar Is Applied years ago, by piles, bought a box of
but we have not yet been able actually to extract ttietii and lav
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
so
attention,
immediate
as
he
to
wHch
check
Bucklen's
of
Salve,
Arnica
them in a recptacle and say, "This is a toxine." The amount is probSpecial attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
!ip disease before it becomes serious,
says:
and
dtys
Because
iu
ten
cured
"u
nie
ably bo
that it will be difficult to separate eiiough to enaiiie-u;-Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific railAl! that is necessary is a few doses
of
no
healer
Quickest
since.
trouble
Kttidy it as we should some salt or mineral substance.
way, via Torrance, N. M.
f Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
burns, sores, cuts and wounds. 25c
BORAX at
20 -- MULE-TEAM
i'iuse toxic substances, like the ptomaines or the tox albuiheis.-i-n
Your business respectfully solicited.
by a dose
Diarrhoea
Kemedy
followed
druggists.
all
decaying meat, that are so ikjIsouous to the human system, are
. B. ORIMSHAW.
V. H. ANDREWS,
nf castor oil to cleanse the system.
is Pure
difficult to separate and study. These substances are all more or
Uev. M. O. Stookland, pastor of the
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. algr C
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
easily changed or broken down, eisily destroyed, and It is our bei;,.f
PENNYROYAL
PILLS
MOTT'S
Mrs: M. E. ehurcu, wale Falls, Minn.,
FRANK DIBERT. Asst. Secy, and Treas.
that fertilizer applications in many cases act in much the sain.- way
Tltt-overcome Wafcnts, Irrcu-Ia- i
win, a: vVe have used Chamberlain's
If your dealer has not
A. b. GRIMSHAW,
t hat manure and cow peas do in changing
J.
P. LYNG,
ilv wihI uintntU'tin.iin rt'Uht viur
these toxic subs'aiKVj.
Co'ic. cholera and Diarrhoea Kemedy Team Borax, take no substitute. Don't
f iiit iifti
I
and liuiiiftU " tNHi
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt. c
City Frt. and Pass. AgU
namely, in affecting them iu some way o as to purify the so!!. .Many
tKii." Tlu'y tviv I.lit Huvt ra"
for several years and find it a very buy bulk borax. Write us, inclosing 5
to kcirli at woinanh"ui. Huliiirf
I'M
SANTA FE, N. M.
of these substances we use as fertilizers have the peculiar power
GENERAL OFFICES
and boil) . ho
of
valuable remedy, especially for sum- - cents, giving dealer's name, and we will
knoHu rtiiH-ttrr wiHiit-that nitrates have of readily actlug on organic sulii auces. We b.
frusta
" Sold by ull mail you a package, and include 40 page
children.
iu
n in t tin linriu
uiit
e bellf
fit
IOSOI
lleve it is through this means that our fertilizers act taiher than
VI per bus
illustrated Booklet'Borax in the Home."
cnic a if ttRiiri'.
Jr
hv until. Moltl liy driiKirla.
through the supplying of food to the plant.,
Address, PACIFIC COAST JJoKAS CO,
MOTT CHEMICAL CO ..iWoia4.a.
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10,000 in Purses for Horse Races
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Territorial Fairs for quarter of a century,
but nothing like this
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Redunfiri Ratas
on all Railroads
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Bide-a-W-

Comrades, Attentioi
Right

March
To the SANTA FE Depot and get
of those cheap tickets to the Natic
Encampment at Minneapolis M:
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PAGE SEVEN

IS RAMPOLLA DYING OF

JUST RECEIVED

BROKEN
ANOTHER LOT OF THOSE
ANP
BEAuTIFUL
THEY ARE EVEN PRETTIER
THAN THE FIRST. IF SUCH
A THING IS POSSIBLE, AND
THE PRICES AS USUAL ARE
LOWER
LITTLE
JUST A
THAN ELSEWHERE.

This Strong:!
Guarantee

Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 22, 1902.
The Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Dear Sir: I am in receiptor your letter of
the 8th instant, in reference to Policy No.
hud will be glad to have your cheque for

HEART?

HEALTH UNDERMINED BY KEEN
DISAPPOINTMENT OVER FAILURE TO SUCCEED POPE LEO, HE
IS SAID TO CE NEARING THE

WIIM EVfeHY VtMIM

15,-46- 0,

Anr part falling byO
means of defective M
material or workman-irhl- p
will b mads rood
without expense toths
owner rrespectlT0 of
tim rf AArHca TMa
fully protects you as to quality. As to prices, you can't beat ours on th
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop Is in the hands of skilled men and Is equipped with
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing, upholstering, trimming and painting. Ring up, write or call.

the cash value as stated, amounting to Nineteen Thousand Three Hundred and Sity-ninDollars ($19,369) on the first proximo, and am
pleased with the result of your policy.
Very respectfully yours,
(Signed)
JOHN WANAMAKER.

END.

e

J. D. EMMONS

Albuquerque Carriage Co

The FURNITURE MAN

CORNER OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

West End of Viaduct
Automatic Phone, 474.

Corner Coal Ave and Second St.
Bell Phone, Red 117.

F. B. SCHWENTKER,
Manager for New Mexico and Northern Arizona.

Kj0X.iOOXJ00000iOf

5.00ft

ttOnnaOOOOO0C0

General Balldlng Scpptles

soft-Dill-

i

ni

vat.rVfig9 f'S rp'thnj-,hL

KILLthe

m

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phone

Third and Marqucttt

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Ptices

We have received a car load of Lightning presses and in order to sell
them Tight out we will make a very low price, based on spot cash cost to
us and car load trelght

cough

the

Dr. King's
Now Discovery

i

1

I.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Be-(I- n

j

hri

Machine Works

MALL, Proprtmtor
'
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and bomber Cars;
laftlsrs.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa IToaU fer
Buildings.
Rmpmlr on Mining mnd mm Mmchlntry m Bptolmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albsqaertie, W.
IV.

8 RAILROAD
TOPICS
8

,

Foundry and

Albuquerque

gallons of hard water will
Auto. Phone 730
Room No. 1, N. T. Armijo Building.
Q9O9Q9O1O9KXO0O9O
do 50 cents worth of damage In fuel
and repairs, while 1,000 gallons of
hard water may often be softened at
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
a cost of about five cents.
DO YOU KNOW
pre209 West Railroad avenue, is
This statement Is a conservative es.
CARDINAL RAMPOLLA.
scalp treatpared
to give thorough
timate, and If just the railroads wkh
U Is reported that Cardinal Ram-- : ThaL the uay of pianos being a luxury ment, do hair dressing, tre- -t
corns,
their locomotive and stationary shop polla
Is seriously ill. It is even saidibas passed, and that they are now a bunions and1 ingrowing
nails. She
engines are damaKed $15,000,000, In
additional fuel and boiler repairs. that his death may only be a matter necessity. If you don't know it call gives massage treatment and manicurWW.
thorp ore nurtninlv a hlimlreil million of a few days. While he is Rti!! a In at our store, examine our world- - ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
young man, his health famous line of goods, and you will of complexion cream builds up the
Jnmes rasnmn with Grant Rrna . wasted each year by manufacturers comparatively
was undermined by the labor he ner- - then understand
skin and Improves the complexion,
increased fuel and al lsorts of
the contracting firm building the
We are sole representatives of Chic- - and ls guaranteed not to be injurious.
of state to
due to hard water, and one-of- f, formed while secretary
Puerco end of tbe Belen cut-Pa- irs
Leo XILI. and his disappointment over kerlng & Sons, Everett, Kimball and She also prepares a hair tonic that
Mr. tenth of this sum spent for water
was In the city yesterday.
cures end prevents dandruff and hair
says that work on the roadjeners would save the other nlne-the- y hia failure to be elected to succeed other well known makes.price
All pianos reduced In
for next falling out; restores life to dead hair;
that prelate was so keen that he has
are building Is being pushed Months.
ten days.
removes moles, warts and superfluous
Then think of the domestic waste, never gotten over it.
sL.ru; a tapidly as the hot weather!
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
Cardinal Rampolla Is one of the few
cooking utensils spoiled, clothes worn
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
will petniit.
114 South Second Street,
lout by the terrific rubbing necessitated members of the sacred college of nocure and pimple cure and pile cure.
o
All of theae preparations are pure:y
by hard water which prevents soap ble birth. He holds the family title!
FREIGHT CAR CONGESTION
NOTICE.
vegetable compounds. Have Just adand then of Marquis del Tindaro. He has held
ON S. P. IS RELIEVED lathering and cleansing;
important office in the church
ded a vibrator machine for tr'Hment
The congestion of freight cars of link of the millions of tons of extra no
unIs
given
hereby
that
the
Notice
hard since the death of Leo XIII. 'and is dersigned
the Southern Pacific company on the roap required because of the family
apolnted executor of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
been
has
by
seldom
consulted
water
new
none.
each
the
costs
It is also used for rheumatUtu. pains
road between San Francisco and Tater. Hard
of the last win and testament of Wal- - and
massage
Sparks is being relieved. There were ..;any dollars a year, most of which never on the subject which' he
by the pro- 4019 cars sta..ed on this road yester- wuld be saved by the use of borax to
the
day, about 1,000 less than there were xQtteii tie water.
All
exico.
CI cotiM-eborn... in l'o- - anil
entfreer and profession-i- l i ; Caidlnal i i , I, was
ioim
at the same ume last week. The depersons
HigaiitKi
ute
claims
iiavuie
ii
c
,
and
tc
costs
...
me
years
cctint
in
ecletKists Iiato
isiauu oi btctiy, bi
murrage rate on lumber cars will be
ftHtnto nr hprhv nntifloH tn flip
LUNGS
and CURE
aad tear on ma ago. and was educated In the Jesuit the same in the probate court of the
increased at the rate of $1 a day until; Jiyuro up its d"v
.7
thing,
college
sort
in
Home.
ci
He entered the papal county of Bernalillo, New Mexico, or
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Railroad Metropolis of
each of the stalls will .e the largest
M.. AT THE .ir.N'CTION OF THE MAIN"
ever built by any railroad company In
Fe
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of
LEADING
LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
the world.
Their const nut ion will be under tbe
KANSAS
?AST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO,
liiiection of General .Manager An bur
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
(1. Wells,
Chief Ennineer C. A.
.tiir;
LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE
FRANCISCO.
M orse and Archil-ct
Hanisun
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO HI.
PASO AND TEXAS.
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to the San Bernardino round hmise. a'
COMMERCIAL
Cl.l ll: A POPCI.ATIOX OF
in expenditure of ff.V.Vm,
C. A. Fellows of Kansas City, Kas.,
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESadditi n
has the cc.ntraet for a
TABLISHMENTS; THE UE1.EN PATENT ROLLER
at Point Richmond. i be 2"xli:' feet
MILL, CAPACITY 1'" BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
in iliiiu nsioi.s. ami to co; $j,eiiu.
WINERY: THREE HOTELS, RESTAI'RAXTS. ETC.
A. 11. Kan wed at Williams, Arizona,
HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
HT
will build a sivs'all round hoii.-e-,
WOOL, FLOCK. WHEAT. WINE. LEAN'S AXD HAY
fe,- - for $22..'im.
IX CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT ( .U! M HLCI A I. RAILROAD CITY i.N
WATER
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KORBER & CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerque
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PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

-

COCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3B

Thos. F. Keleher
OILS, VARNISHE3 AND
BRUSHES.
Saddles, Lap
Harness,
Leather,
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, otc Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts Ave years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
AVENUE.
RAILROAD
408 WEST
PAINTS,

SCREEN TIME
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L. H, SHOEMAKER

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATB,
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
10,
Room
N. T. Armijo Building.

General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso

Office, 115 North

First St.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

RANKIN & CO.

line and gas stoves repaired.

TOTI A OR API

Next to Walton's drug store. Bout
Third street.

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,

0.

Strong's Sons

W.

Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line ot Imported Wines, Liquor
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
7

A. E. WALKER,

rmc

8TRONO BLOCK.

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building a.ssoels
at 217 West tUUro4

tlon. Office
avenue.

UNDERTAKERS

M.
Superintendents
Falrrlew
San'a Barbara Cemeteries.

and

UONUMENT8
N. Second St.. Both

201-21-
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DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, an
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, corner of W
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. tt-

mujjpr

dstrrffnaifc

-

if .sgarX

Mwnsa

0000OS00
K0C000
A Railway Center

New
Railway
Santa

Future

MAUGER

with Mauger & Avery, Boston

COME TO BELEN, N, M.

its Location

II

ear
rral

MILL

REAL ESTATE-NOT- ARY
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

u

rfgfr,

Window

and

WOOL

INSURANCE,

l

nm-noo- t.

Door

screens made to order.

ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN6

B. A. SLEYSTER

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
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Illinois Central R.R.

COLORADO

'

WE FILL
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ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

,

The Bclcn Town and Improvement
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$1511,-i'iii-

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
(MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED HY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OU
MODERN
G RAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASGOOD,
A
HOTEL AND
OF THE CITY, WT0L1. GRADED

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite
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By

OIK PRICES OF LOTS ARE U)V AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
PURCHASE
DEEDS.
WARRANTY
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEV CASH.
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
VI'AR. WITH S PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
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JOHN BECKER,

Pres.

WH. BERBER,

Sec y.
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APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAI'S AXD PRICES, IF
WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST 1XTS,
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INDICATIONS.

Fair tonigi't and Wednesday.
I'on. Solomon I.una Is In the city
from I .OB l.unas.
Colonel V. S. llopioll Is transacting business In Sar.ta Ke.
K. A. Cle:i ens. the Socorro county
horse raiser. Is lesiered at tin

Our Summer Clearance Sale

'

of Men's, Women's and Children's low shoe commences Wednesday
morning, August 15. We want to dispose of every pair before the
opening of the Fall season and have reduced the prices accordingly.
Every pair included in this sale is from our regular stock and guaranteed to give satisfaction.
e will cheerfully exchange any pair bought during this sale or
refund the monew in case you are not satisfied with your purchase.
MEN'S OXFORDS
MEN'S

OXFORDS

MEN'S OXFORDS ...
WOMEN'S OXFORDS
WOMEN'S OXFORDS
WOMEN'S OXFORDS
WOMEN'S OXFORDS

$4.00 REDUCED TO
3.50 REDUCED TO
3.00 REDUCED TO

$3.15
2.65

3.50 REDUCED TO
3.00 REDUCED TO
2.50 REDUCED TO

2.85

2.00 REDUCED

1.55

Harwood returned this
morning from a business trip to El
Pa-and hocorro.
liOiils Trailer, the wo. I and sheep
merchant, returned this morning from
a business trip south.
Miss Shinick, who has been visiting
friends in viallup the past month, returned home last night.
F. J. Huckei, of the news and curio
departments of the Harvey systems, Is
registered at the Alvarado.
Mrs. W. S. Wiley and daughter.
Miss Elizabeth, have returned from
a visit to friends at Santa Fe.
H. A. Brachvogel, a prominent
ranchman of western Socorro county,
was an Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
Triple Link Rebekah Lodge No. 10.
1. O. o. K,, regular
meeting at Odd
Fellows' hail tonight at 8 p. ni. Sarah
Rev. T.

235
1.95

TO

Vann, N. O.

freight derailment at Grama, six
miles north of Rincon, caused train
No. 22 a delay of three hours this
morning.
Bvangellsis Sparks and Griffin have
opened meetings fti the Gleckler building on Fourth streft. Revival services
will be conducted nightly.
R. E. Chllds, representing the Sloan
Millinery company of St. Ixniis. arrived from Gallup this morning and
will continue to El Paso tonight.
F. R. Brown, the carpenter, went to
Bernalillo this morning to begiu the
construction of a couple of new houses
for Mr. llrown. l..e Bernalillo fruit
raiser.
Mrs. P. J. Savage, wife of Conductor Savage of the Magdalena branch,
is in the City from Socorro visiting
and shopping.
passed
Spiess
Attorney
Chas.
through the city this morning en
route to his home nt Las Vegas from
a trip to El Paso.
.1. C. Flournoy,
manager of the Albuquerque
Hardware company, has
gone up on the Rio Pecos for a vacation of a week or two.
Mr. and MrB. Joseph Uobo and Mrs.
V' iss of San Francisco, went to Bernalillo this morning to spent the day
with Mrs. Sellgman.
News reached the city yesterday
that the funeral of the late Judg? W.
H. Whlteman, whose death trok i.lae
at Terminal Island on Friday night,
was held there on Sunday.
Mrs. Lenora Lucero and children of
San Acacia, who were guests yesterday of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Gallegos,
left this morning for La Junta, where
they will be the guests of relatives.
F. I'j. Carpenter, the sheep raiser,
left tuts morning for his ranch on the
Estancia planes, after having spent
several days In the city talking wool
with local buyers. Mr. Carpenter has
not sold his last spring's clip yet.
J. H. Pegue, bookkeeper for V. L.
Trimble a. Co., left this morning for
Bland, where he will join his family
In enjoying the ranried air of Bland
canyon. When he returns 'he will be
accompanied by Mrs. Pegue, who has
been visiting with er mother.
Superintendents of Sunday schools
of the city and others Interested in
the running of an excursion t; Glor- tonight
ieta on August 23, will rm-e- t
at the furniture store of J. D. Em
mons to formulate plans for the pic
nic ac a part of which the excursion
is to be run.
While tinkering with a home-magas machine on Sunday night John
Strumquest, foreman for J. D. Bell &
Co., received some burns that caused
him 10 lay off from work yesterday
but were not severe enough to keep
him from work today. The burns are
about the hands and face.
Contractor Harrell, who Is building
a new
school house ac Williams and who has other imiortant
contracts on the coast lines. Is an Albuquerque visitor. Mr. Harrell says
that there Isn't a town on the Santa
Fe coast lines that Isn't; doing more
or less building just now.
Mrs. Minnie Barnes, who Is demonstrating with St. Charles cream at
the Highland grocery this week, will
return to the Golden Rule dry goods
store on Friday, where she will serve
Ice cream to all children calling on
her accompanied by their parents.
week Mrs. Barnes served to the
old folk at the Golden Rule.
Edmund E. Burks, who was appointed a few months ago to take testimony In the case of the Denver &
Rio Grande railroad versus the Arizona & Colorado railroad, a suit emanating from San Juan county, pass
ed through the city last night en route
to Doming, where additional
testl
mony Is to be taken.
For the past
several weeks Referee Burks has been
working ou the case in the northern
A

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
--

When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
Nos, 118 and

120

South Second

street

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
REPAIR. YOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSEST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARE
PLACED IN VHE VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON WOK FROM OUT
OF TOWN, WE PAY EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WAK. TRY US.

The

Co.

Hkkox-Maynar- d

New Mexico's

Leading

THE ARCH FRONT.

Jewelers

80UTH SECOND STREET.

ALBUQUERQUE

GO.

HARDWARE

.

Fourth and Railroad Avenae

HARDWARE

HARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING

de

TINNIN3

ten-rco-

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO,

Fourth and Railroad Avenae

THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD
Diamonds, Watches. Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, SlWerware.
four trade and guarantee A SCyJARE DEAL.

AVE.
We lnrlte

EVENING

CITIZEN.
..

part of the territory.
Snmp of the
most prominent legal talent in the
West la nrrnverl nn either Rliln of the
case. Hon. H. B. Fergusson of this
city Is employed In flie case, which
was brought to the Second district
from the First district by a change of
venue.
A. W. Morris and family of Thayer. '
Mo., who have Keen In the city a couple of weeks visiting Mr. and Mrs. J '
A. Hammond of !in2 South
Walter
s'reet, left this morning on their return home. Mr. Hainni nd a.id Mr.;
r. Mor-- j
Morris ar.-- bn.t hers
road
lis is a conductor on the
Itl Missouri, t ut be .:a crome so
with .Sew Mexico
much infatuated
that he U thinking of relunlni! from
the Frisco and moving here nnd get
ting on wi.n the Santa Fe.

FALL SEASON

One cannot believe all that's in the papers,
but you're safe to believe all you read over our
signature.

ftM

Our business
No
old-fashion-

is run on modern lines.
full-pag-

e

hot air.

We simply give you plain facts.

Sam Peck's Fine Clothing for
Young Men and Boys is now arriving. Better see it.
0

W0tt Gold

E.L WASHBURN

22
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NINETEEN OUGHT SIX

ON DISPLAY AND SALE
THE NEW FALL 1906

Tiger Soft and Stiff Hats

.

'

IN A DOZEN DIFFERENT STYLES, COLORS AND SHAPES.

Frl.--.fi- i
I

HAT MANUFACTURED

THE BEST

AT THE PRICE

SMOOTH CRIMINAL IS
RELEASED FROM BONO
CHECK SWINDLER,
PLEADED HIS OWN CASE RE
LEASED THIS

G. W. MOSHER.

FALL SEASON

NINETEEN OUCHT SIX

ON DISPLAY AND SALE

G. W. Moslier, who was arrested
some time ato in Colorado City, Tex.,
and extradited from that state, to
stand trial here for fleecing :)iree
out o a total of $( 5 on
three worthless checks, and who, at
his preliminary hearing, was uound
over to await the action of the grand
jury, was released from the county
Jail this afternoon, having given bond
for his appearance at the fan term of
the court, at which time his case will
bo dtspos' d rf.
atMosher abraded considerable
tention to himself during his trial
here by tne clever manner In which
h defended nimsi If acting as his own
lawyer. He Is given credit by the
"
officers here for being a "smooth
and k Is slid that this is not the
first time mat he has been m the tolls
for uttering worthies. checki, he having, it is alleged, served a jail sentence
In Arizona for the same offense.

THE NEW

1906

in single and double soles, vici, calf, velour, and patent vici leathers, lace and
button styles. The essential feature of a Hanan Shoe is that it is made to fit
the foot. Back of this is the carefully selected leather and the particular workmanship, which makes that perfect fit last as long as the shoe.

1

1

hom-bre.-

Vici Kid Hanan $5.50, Patent Vici $6.50

n

w

AT CASINO

MINSTRELS

ALL ROADS LEAD TO

ARE NOT SO BAD

115 NORTH

Carpenter Tools
Enamelware
Agricultural Implemei
MOWERS AND RAKES
Buy Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

FREE EXHIBITION OF SWIM
MING AND HIGH DIVING, WATER
POLO
GAME
AT THE
FIRST
STREET NATATORIUM
WEDNES
DAY EVENIioU, AUGUST 15.
o
UNIVERSITY OPE.4S MONDAY, AU
GUST 20.

Whitney Company

CREAM

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools.

ALBUQUERQUE.

ALBUQUERQUE BOWLING ALLEYS
118 West Gold Avenue.
Enter the competitive high score
contest,
awarued August 2U
to highest rollers.
"The Store That Does Things."
Our Cash Clearance Sale began
Thursday, August 9th. If you want
genuine bargains in silks, dress goods.
linens, wasn goods, etc.. whv come to
this sale. You will not be disappointed at the Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

MUNCHEN
DRAUGHT,
AT

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

AU-

HOF-BRA-

WHITE ELEPHANT.

THE

WEEK.

13, H5,

Manager Davis, of th Pernio Par.
South Second street, an
nounces a cnange of program, new
pictures and new songs everv Katnr.
day morning. A whole show for
lor. 216

Sealed bids will be received by the
manager of the Territorial Fair at his
office, Room 11, Grant block, up to and
including August 15th, for all concessions and privileges, both at the fair
grounds and the new town. This Includes bar privileges at fair grounds.
P. F. McCANNA.
Manager.

We do it right.
Imperial Ijtundry Co.

ROUGH

E.

POST

& COMFANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS
M

H

ikoooooooooooc

AU- -

M

See Display

DRY,

.JUST 14ECEIVEU
at the

R.R.

M

TICKETS
AND

OurWindow
oceoocoooooooo

ATTEUCCI.
BOUGHT. SOLD

1

8 W. R, R, Ave.

'i -

ALBUOUEROUE,

Cusrantitd

1

MJ

215 West R a tiro a il Avenue

EXCHANGED

Aitoclstlon Offlet
Trintactlons

fiOSENFIELD'S,

M

M

n.

&

M

M

Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Cor. Seventh aud Tijeras
A choice line of Imported Goods Direct from Italy,
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Remember, wo handle the best
niea8 and a full line of choice
LOMMORI

1

company
Mcintosh
hardware
J.
Successors to

BIDS FOR PRIVILEGES

OPENS MONDAY,

40 J, 403 NorthFirst Street

1 Sooth First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
oooooco cooooooooc
ooooo

penny.

UNIVERSITY
feusi zo.

i

CREAM

OPENS MONDAY,

A NEW SHOW EVERY

and you get the

O0000000000

APPLES WITH NO SEED! NO
CORE! TREES FOR SALE. N. W.
ALGER. 124 SOUTH WALTER ST.

ON

COLORADO PHONE 74

Shelf Hardware

o

IMPORTED

FIRST STREET

AUTOMATIC PHONE S46

Regulates the bowels, promotes
easy natural movements, cures constipation
Doan's Reguiets. Ask your
druggist for them. 25 cents a box.

UNIVERSITY
GUST 20.

I

&HIJM(UJ

one-thir-

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

if

CENTRAL STATION FOR GOOD ORES SERB

We want to dispose of our low shoes
lefore the opening of the fau season
and have cut their prices accordingly.
Some have been reduced
some a little less, 25 per cent Is auout
a fair average. They are all stylish.
up to oate gocds and guaranteed to
give satisfaction. Read our ad and ex
amine our windows. C. May's shoe
store, 3U West Kai.roau avenue.

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

V'

Simon Stern the Railroad Avenue Clothier

The firs', part of the niinatrol show-oat the Casino for tlie first half of
the nresent week is verv cood and
is well worth the money, but the team J
and specialty work of the finale is
bad. Cut it out.
The appearance of the female members of the company in male attire
made a great hit. Mrs. Hill In a song
and dance number, with chorus accompaniment, was probably the best
Mr. Iine
of the entire program.
makes a very good negro, and Miss
Lelghton, in male attire of white duck
trousers and shirt waist, appeared to
fine advantage as interlocutor.
The
black-fac- e
artists also wore the same
costumes of white, with red ties and
hose, and their white figures showed
o a fine advantage silhouetted against
a stage setting of green.

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

A Plain Talk With You

, TUESDAY.

i
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CompJirliner.t
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NEW MEXICO
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